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ABSTRACT Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a metaheuristic approach for solving hard combinatorial optimization problems. The inspiring source of ACO is the pheromone trail laying behaviour of real ants, which use pheromones as a communication medium. In analogy to the biological example, ACO is modelled based on the indirect communication of a colony of simple agents, called artificial ants, mediated by artificial pheromone trails. The pheromone trails in ACO serve as distributed, numerical information, which the ants use to probabilistically construct solutions to the problem being solved, and which the ants adapt during the algorithm’s execution to reflect their search experience.



The problem from communications networks design addressed in this thesis is the degree-constrained minimum spanning tree problem (d-MST). The d-MST is NP-hard. Two ACO approaches are proposed for solving the d-MST problem. The first approach, called prim-ACO, uses the vertices of the construction graph as solution components, and is motivated by the well-known Prim’s algorithm for constructing MST. The second approach, known as kruskal-ACO, uses the graph edges as solution components, and is motivated by Kruskal’s algorithm for the MST problem. It is observed that kruskal-ACO performed better than prim-ACO. The performance of kruskal-ACO is further improved via the incorporation of three enhancement strategies. The first strategy, called tournament selection is implemented so that the ants only select the winner from the competing solution components. Secondly, the global update strategy was introduced to include degree constraint knowledge into global pheromone trail instead of solely using the total weight of global-best degree-constrained spanning tree. Thirdly, candidate lists are implemented to reduce large neighbourhood size when selecting the next solution component.



The performance of the prim-ACO, kruskal-ACO and enhanced kruskal-ACO are compared with other methods. The performance, in this context, is measured in
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term of the solution costs. The synergy of the three enhancement strategies has enabled the enhanced kruskal-ACO to perform better than prim-ACO and kruskalACO. The enhanced kruskal-ACO also performed better than other methods such as Prüfer-coded evolutionary algorithm (F-EA), problem search space (PSS), simulated annealing (SA), and branch and bound (B&B). Results also showed that the enhanced kruskal-ACO very competitive with three other evolutionary algorithm based methods, namely Knowles and Corne’s evolutionary algorithm (K-EA), weight-coded evolutionary algorithm (W-EA), and edge-set representation evolutionary algorithm (S-EA).



Finally, this work explored a new ACO approach for d-MST problem by using Prüfer and Blob codes tree coding for the ants’ solution construction. The use of these tree codings makes it easier for the proposed ACO to solve another variant of the d-MST problem with both lower and upper bound constraints on each vertex. Empirical evaluations have revealed that Blob-coded ACO is almost always better than Prüfer-coded ACO for both of types of problems.
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PREFACE The ant colony optimization (ACO) is a metaheuristic approach in which a colony of artificial ants cooperate in finding good solutions to difficult discrete optimization problems. The inspiring source of ACO is from the studies of the social behaviour of an ant colony. Ants are able to find the shortest path between their colony and the food source. This is done using pheromone trails, which ants lay whenever they travel, as a form of indirect communication. An ant, while going from the colony to the food source lays a chemical substance, called pheromone. When the ant returns from the food source, it reinforces the pheromones on the path that it had used. Pheromone trail laying is used to attract other ants to follow a particular path. When a large number of ants forage for food, the shortest path to the food source will eventually contain the highest concentration of pheromones, thereby attracting all the ants to use that shortest path. The first ACO algorithm proposed was the Ant System. It was developed by Dorigo, Maniezzo and Colorni in the year 1991. The Ant System was applied to the traveling salesman problem (TSP). It was able to reach the performance of other general-purpose heuristic like evolutionary computation. Despite these initial encouraging results, the Ant System did not prove to be competitive with state-of-art algorithms specifically designed for the TSP. Therefore, a substantial amount of research has focused on ACO algorithms which show better performance than the Ant System when applied, for example, to the TSP. In fact, ACO algorithms are direct extensions of the Ant System which add advanced features to improve the algorithm performance. This thesis describes the results of four years’ research from late 2002 at Multimedia University through late 2006. In this research, two different versions of ACO to find the degree-constrained minimum spanning tree (d-MST) are applied. The problem of finding a d-MST of a graph arising from communications networks is a well studied NP-hard problem. The d-MST is important in the design of telecommunication networks, design of networks for computer communications,
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design of integrated circuits, energy networks, transportation, logistics, sewage and plumbing. It is used to improve network reliability of the networks by rerouting of traffic in case of vertex failures. It is also used to improve network performance by distributing the traffic across many vertices. The performance of ACO is further improved via the incorporation of three enhancement strategies. A new ACO approach by using two different bijective tree codings: Prüfer code and Blob code to solve d-MST and its variant has also been proposed.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION



1.1 Introduction to this work Two of the important goals of communication networks design are optimality and reliability. A network design problem generally starts with the minimum spanning tree (MST), which attempts to find a minimum cost tree structure that connects all the vertices of the networks. The edges have associated costs that are based on their distance, type, material link, capacity, quality of line, maintainability, speed, corporate provider of the link and customer requirement link.



The MST solution although optimal, may be highly vulnerable to failure due to over reliance on a few vertices. Hence it is necessary to limit the number of edges connecting to a vertex. This additional degree constraint is called degree-constrained minimum spanning tree (d-MST) problem. The d-MST is important in the design of telecommunication networks, design of networks for computer communications, design of integrated circuits, energy networks, transportation, logistics, sewage networks and plumbing. The d-MST is used to improve network performance by distributing the traffic across many vertices. It is also used to improve network reliability by rerouting of traffic in case of vertex failures. The problem of finding a d-MST arising from the communication networks is a well-studied NP-hard problem, resulting in a myriad of techniques that strive to improve networks performance and to improve networks reliability. Recent studies have shown that a relatively new combinatorial optimization technique known as ant colony optimization (ACO) is capable of performing networks optimization problem. Therefore, it is the aim of this research to investigate and produce implementations of ACO to solve d-MST problem with improved results.
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1.2 Objective and Methodology This work proposes computational models of ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithms as the key elements in solving the d-MST problem. The problem of finding a d-MST is a NP-hard problem and important in the design of communications networks. The objectives of this research are as listed below: a) To study current ACO algorithms and existing networks optimization problem. b) To apply ACO algorithms for the construction of d-MST arising from communications networks. c) To investigate a new enhanced strategy incorporated in the proposed ACO algorithms for solving d-MST problem. d) To compare the performance of the greedy algorithms as well as other conventional algorithms against the proposed ACO algorithms and its enhanced version. e) To apply ACO algorithms for solving the d-MST problem and also a variant of the d-MST problem with respect to both lower and upper bound degree constraints by using Prüfer and Blob codes tree coding. f) To understand the effect of two different bijective tree codings: Prüfer code and Blob code that being incorporated in the proposed ACO algorithms. This work is divided into three phases. The first phase involves the study of current ACO algorithms and existing networks optimization problem. This is to identify the various types of problems in communications networks design that ACO can tackle. Then, various existing techniques to solve similar problems are reviewed. The second phase of this work involves formulating the d-MST problem to fit the ACO framework. The ACO algorithms will be designed to solve the d-MST. The ACO will be implemented in Java v5.0 using the RePastJ v3.1 multi-agent simulation framework. The next step is to analyse the performance of the designed ACO algorithms. Using the initial results, the performance of ACO will be further improved
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via the incorporation of enhancement strategies. Then, the performance of the d-MST produced by the proposed enhanced ACO approach is analysed. This would involve comparing the performance of the enhanced ACO approach to the d-MST problem with the other techniques studied in the first phase. The performance will be measured in term of the solution cost. The third and final phase of this work is the new ACO approach using Prüfer and Blob codes tree coding during the ants’ solution construction for solving the d-MST problem and also a variant of the d-MST with respect to both lower and upper bound degree constraints (lu-dMST).



1.3 The Scope of this thesis This thesis consists of eight chapters. Chapter two, chapter three and chapter four report on the first phase. Chapter five and chapter six report on the second phase. Chapter seven gives the report on the third phase. Chapter eight is the concluding chapter. Chapter two begins with a brief introduction to communications networks design. The d-MST problem arising from the communications networks design addressed in this thesis is formulated. The proof of d-MST problem is NP-hard and the differences between the Euclidean and non-Euclidean d-MST data sets will be given as well. Chapter three reviews various existing techniques for the construction of d-MST. The existing techniques for this thesis comparisons study are both the greedy approaches and evolutionary approaches.
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In chapter four, the ACO metaheuristic is introduced with explanation on how ACO can generally be applied to a wide range of combinatorial optimization problems. Chapter five proposes two versions of ACO approaches to d-MST problem. The first approach, called prim-ACO, uses the vertices of the construction graph as solution components, and is motivated by the well-known Prim’s algorithm for constructing MST. The second approach, known as kruskal-ACO, uses the graph edges as solution components, and is motivated by Kruskal’s algorithm for the MST problem. The computational setup, parameter settings and how performance measure is calculated are provided with detailed explanation. Chapter six proposes an enhanced kruskal-ACO approach by the incorporation of three enhancement strategies to its original kruskal-ACO approach to d-MST problem. The first strategy is the tournament selection strategy, the second strategy is the global update strategy, and the third strategy is the candidate lists strategy. Lastly, the performance of the enhanced kruskal-ACO is compared to that of its original kruskalACO approach and also the prim-ACO approach, and other existing techniques. The computational results on three different kinds of data sets: Euclidean complete graphs, structured hard (SHRD) complete graphs and misleading (M-graph) complete graphs are presented. Chapter seven describes the ACO approach by using two different bijective tree codings: Prüfer code and Blob code for solving the d-MST problem and also a variant of d-MST problem having both lower and upper bound degree constraints (lu-dMST). The lu-dMST and its properties are formulated. The final chapter, Chapter eight, summarises the important findings of the ACO approaches to d-MST problem. Lastly, possible future research directions in this area are suggested.
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CHAPTER 2: OVERVIEW OF DEGREE-CONSTRAINED MINIMUM SPANNING TREE PROBLEM (d-MST)



2.1 Introduction The communications networks design is the structure of all or part of a system of two or more computers, terminals, and communications devices linked by wires, cables, or a telecommunications system so that information can be mutually accessed or exchanged. Again, the problem is of interest in communications networks design where one can imagine that laying connections between pairs of exchanges incurs some cost. The problem is then to find a feasible set of connections which minimises the overall cost. The communications networks design optimization has been an important area of research and application, in addition, is increasing important as a component of broader and more powerful decision support systems because subsequently, it will be used and implemented in the real-world communications networks system. One of the problems that has received much attention in communications networks design is d-MST.



2.2 Overview of communications networks design and d-MST The minimum spanning tree (MST) structure is the best topology for communications networks design. Minimum spanning trees play a pivotal role in a majority of such communications networks design and analysis problems. It can be solved in polynomial time. However, in real-life networks optimization situation, the problem often requires satisfying additional constraints such as degree-constraint as in d-MST. The problem of finding a d-MST arises frequently in the design of telecommunication networks, integrated circuits and energy networks. It is also found in the design of networks for computer communications, transportation, logistics, sewage networks and plumbing.
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In the design of telecommunication networks, integrated circuits and energy networks, d-MST is applied in back plane wiring among pins where no more than a fixed number of wire-ends can be wrapped around any pin on the wiring panel, and also telecommunication switches with a limited number of linking wires, and VLSI designs with limits on the number of transistors driven by the output current. Also, when a network is designed for maximum reliability, using a d-MST will limit the damage that may be caused by single switches failure. Typically, the d-MST can be applied in cases where |V| terminals (or vertices) need to be connected with a minimum length of an underlying transportation mode (cabling, wiring canals or pipes). However, the handling capacity of each of the terminals imposes a restriction on the number of wires (or edges) that can be connected to any terminal. The d-MST is used by Gavish as a subproblem in the design of a centralised computer network (Gavish, 1985) and computer communications (Gavish, 1989). The d-MST may be used in the design of a road system which has to serve a collection of suburbs and has an additional restriction that no more than four roads may meet at any crossing.



2.3 The d-MST problem formulation The degree-constrained minimum spanning tree (d-MST) problem can be stated as follows. Let graph G = (V, E) be a connected weighted undirected graph, where V = {v1, v2, …, vn} is a finite set of vertices, and E = {eij | i ∈ V, j ∈ V, i



j} is a finite set of edges



representing connections between these vertices. Each edge has a nonnegative real number denoted by W = {w1, w2, ..., w|E|}, representing weight or cost. Note that in a complete graph having |V| vertices, the number of edges, |E|, is |V|(|V|-1)/2. The number of possible spanning trees in a complete graph having |V| vertices is |V||V|-2, and is also known as Cayley’s Formula (Cayley, 1875). One of elegant proofs of Cayley's formula was due to Prüfer in 1918. The strategy of the proof is to establish a one-to-one
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correspondence between the set of standard-labelled trees with |V| vertices and certain finite sequences of numbers. A spanning tree always consists of |V|-1 edges. Any subgraph of G can be described using a vector x = (x1, x2, …, xm) where each xi is a binary decision variable defined as:



xi =



(2.1)



1, if edge eij is part of the subgraph; 0, otherwise.



Let S be a subgraph of G. S is said to be a spanning tree in G if S: a) contains all the vertices of G and the vertices can be in non-order form; b) is connected, and graph contains no cycles. Now let T be the set of all spanning trees corresponding to the simple graph G. In the MST problem, if we assume that there is a degree constraint on each vertex such that the degree value dj of vertex j is at most a given constant value d, the number of edges incident to each vertex is constrained. Then the problem is denoted as a d-MST and can be formulated as follows:



min z (x) =



|E|



wixi | j ∈ V , dj ≤ d , x ∈ T .



(2.2)



i =1



2.4 d-MST is NP-Hard The problem of finding a d-MST of a graph is a well-studied NP-hard problem. The dMST problem is obtained by the modification of the MST problem from a given connected, edge weighted, undirected graph G, such that no vertex of the spanning tree has degree greater than d. It is because when d = 2, the MST meeting the constraint will take the form of a path. This is the path of least total weight which includes every vertex in the graph. In other words, this is a Hamiltonian path. Hence an algorithm which
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solves the d-MST problem also solves the Hamiltonian path problem, which is NPcomplete. Therefore, the d-MST is NP-hard problem. In fact, the NP-hardness of dMST also can be proved by reducing it to an equivalent symmetric Travelling Salesperson Problem (TSP) without the last edge when at most only two edges are allowed incident to each vertex in MST (Garey & Johnson, 1979). The d-MST is in P if d = |V|-1, whereby |V| is the number of vertices. When d = |V|-1 there is no degree constraint and this is equal to MST problem that could be solved using a polynomial amount of computation time.



2.5 Existing work on the d-MST problem The d-MST problem was first studied by Deo and Hakimi in 1968. Since then computing a d-MST is NP-hard for every d in the range 2



d



|V|-2. A few heuristics



had been introduced to solve the d-MST problem such as genetics algorithms, problem space search, simulated annealing, Lagrangean relaxation, branch and bound, parallel algorithms and evolutionary algorithms. The d-MST problem has also been studied for the complete graphs of points in a plane where edge costs are the Euclidean distance between these points coordinate. Papadimitrious and Vazirani (1984) proved that this restricted problem to be NP-hard for d = 3 and conjectured that it remains NP-hard for d = 4. For this d-MST on plane problem, Monma and Suri (1992) showed that there always exists a MST with degree no more than five. Euclidean problems are relatively simple to solve. Using exact algorithms such as branch and bound and Lagrangean relaxation as described by Mohan et al. (2001) can find optimal solutions even for large problem instances including several hundred vertices in polynomial time. This showed that there exist effective polynomial-time heuristics for finding d-MST in the plane. In practice, the costs associated with the graph’s edge are arbitrary and need not satisfy the triangle inequality. For example, where edge costs are defined to be communications costs between vertices, physical distance can be very minor factor in
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comparison to others such as the type, capacity, quality of line, maintainability, speed, corporate provider of the link, and etc. In this case, a MST may have degree up to |V|-1. Computing a d-MST such a high-degree minimum spanning tree is usually a hard task especially in non-Euclidean graph problems. Exact approaches and existing heuristics have no guaranteed bounds on the quality of the solutions and it becomes ineffective for graphs with large number of vertices. In this retrospect, this thesis will present the design of ACO approaches and their improved variants particularly in solving the nonEuclidean graph problems for d-MST problem. Both of the ACO approaches and their improved variants will be described in greater details in the Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 of this thesis. The performance of the ACO approaches will also be demonstrated.



2.6 Euclidean and non-Euclidean d-MST data sets The d-MST data sets used in this thesis can be categorized to two types. The first type is the Euclidean data sets. All the coordinate points and distances in Euclidean data sets are set to integer units. The real valued arrays of Cartesian coordinate in Euclidean data sets using Euclidean distance must satisfy the triangle inequality. Let x and y be vectors. Then the triangle inequality is given by: |x| – |y|



|x + y|



|x| + |y|.



(2.3)



Geometrically, the right-hand part of the triangle inequality states that the sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle must be greater than the length of the third side. The generalisation of triangle inequality is the sum of a sequence ak of the first n terms, where k = 1, 2, …, n can be given by: n k =1



ak ≤



n



| ak |.



(2.4)



k =1
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One of the well-used Euclidean data set of problems is known as coordinates graph (CRD). CRD is two dimensional Euclidean problems. Points are generated randomly with a uniform distribution in a square. This type of problem was first used by Narula and Ho in 1980. These problems tend to be very easy as there are never any vertices with a degree of more than four in the unconstrained MST. The second type of data sets is the non-Euclidean data set. Two of the well-used non-Euclidean data set of problems is known as structured hard graph (SHRD) and misleading graph (M-graph). The SHRD graphs are constructed by using non-Euclidean distance as follows. The first vertex is connected to all other vertices by an edge of length l; the second vertex is connected to all vertices bar the first by an edge of length 2l and so on. Then SHRD is randomised slightly by adding a uniformly distributed perturbation between 1 and 18 where l = 20. This reduces the likelihood of a large number of optimal solutions existing but doesn’t change the underlying complexity of the problem. These are difficult to solve optimally compared to other data sets such as Euclidean data sets of degree 3 or more (Mohan et al., 2001). The MST for SHRD is a star graph where one vertex has degree |V|-1 and the all other vertices have degree 1. Knowles and Corne (2000) introduce other types of non-Euclidean data sets to test dMST algorithms. The M-graph data set consists of randomly generated weights with a positive sign, greater than or equal to 0.0 and less than 1.0 attached to the edges in such a way that they will mislead greedy algorithms. The M-graph is based on constructing the unconstrained MST to contain star patterns of degree d. Both of these non-Euclidean data sets are complete graphs with undirected non-negative weighted edges.
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2.7 Summary This chapter has overviewed communications networks design and d-MST. The d-MST problem formulation is given. The proof of d-MST problem is a NP-hard and the differences between the Euclidean and non-Euclidean d-MST data sets have also given particularly in solving the non-Euclidean graph problems for d-MST problem. In the next chapter, the review of the existing metaheuristic approaches for d-MST problem will be given.
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CHAPTER 3: REVIEW OF EXISTING METAHEURISTIC APPROACHES FOR d-MST PROBLEM



3.1 Introduction ACO has been applied to solve constrained MST problems such as generalized MST (Shyu et al., 2003) and the capacitated MST (Reimann & Laumanns, 2006) problems. However, for solving the d-MST of concern here, there are several approaches found in the literature. Among the approaches that were used for this thesis comparison studies were d-Prim greedy algorithm presented by Narula and Ho (1980), Prüfer-coded evolutionary algorithm (F-EA), problem search space (PSS), simulated annealing (SA), branch and bound (B&B) as cited in (Mohan et al., 2001), Knowles and Corne’s evolutionary algorithm (K-EA) presented by Knowles and Corne (2000), weight-coded evolutionary algorithm (W-EA) presented by Raidl and Julstrom (2000), edge-set representation evolutionary algorithm (S-EA) presented by Raidl (2000), and ant-based algorithm (AB) presented by Bui and Zrncic (2006). All the above mentioned approaches will be grouped and reviewed as the following categories: greedy algorithms, evolutionary algorithms and other algorithms.



3.2 Greedy Algorithms In this section describes a d-Prim greedy algorithm presented by Narula and Ho (1980) for finding low-weight degree-constrained spanning trees. The d-Prim greedy algorithm is based upon alterations or additions to Prim’s algorithm (Prim, 1957) for finding a MST. A brief description of the operation of d-Prim’s algorithm is as follows.
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1) Let U be an unordered list of vertices initially containing all the vertices of exactly once, and denoting the unconnected vertices. 2) Let C be an unordered list of vertices denoting the connected vertices and let be initially empty. 3) Let E(T) be the edge list of the spanning tree in T, in G, to be constructed. 4) Remove the first vertex from U and place it in C. Note that the first vertex in G is used as starting component. 5) Choose a minimum weight edge connecting a vertex in C with a vertex in U that would not violate the degree constraint on the vertex chosen from C, and place it in E(T). 6) Remove the unconnected vertex chosen in step 5 (as one half of the edge) from the unconnected list U and place it in C. 7) Repeat steps 5 and 6 until there are no vertices left in U. The d-Prim algorithm introduced by Narula and Ho (1980) is a greedy algorithm and might not always find the globally optimal solution. Observe in step 5 from the above procedure the d-Prim algorithm always takes the best immediate and local solution while finding an answer. Greedy algorithms are usually quicker, since they don't consider the details of possible alternatives.



3.3 Evolutionary Algorithms Evolutionary algorithms (EA) is an umbrella term used to describe computer-based problem solving systems which use computational models of some of the known mechanisms of evolution as key elements in their design and implementation. In artificial intelligence, an EA is a subset of evolutionary computation, a generic population-based metaheuristic optimization algorithm. An EA uses some mechanisms inspired by biological evolution: reproduction, mutation, recombination, natural selection and survival of the fittest. Candidate solutions to the optimization problem play
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the role of individuals in a population, and the cost function determines the environment within which the solutions live depend on theirs fitness function. Evolution of the population then takes place after the repeated application of the above operators. A few of EAs have been employed for solving d-MST optimisation problems. Among the EAs that were used for this thesis comparison study with ACO were Prüfer-coded evolutionary algorithm (F-EA) and problem search space (PSS) as cited in (Mohan et al., 2001), Knowles and Corne’s evolutionary algorithm (K-EA) presented by Knowles and Corne (2000), weight-coded evolutionary algorithm (W-EA) presented by Raidl and Julstrom (2000), and edge-set representation evolutionary algorithm (S-EA) presented by Raidl (2000). F-EA employs Prüfer coding of a tree as the representation of a chromosome in the EA. There are no structural infeasibilities in the EA by using the Prüfer coding to represent the trees. In other words, all representations that result from crossovers or mutations in the EA are always trees. However, these could be infeasible with respect to the degree constraints. To ensure that degree-constraint is adhered to, in each generation for the F-EA, only individuals that are feasible with respect to vertex degrees are retained. Infeasible chromosomes may be rejected without even being evaluated for their fitness. F-EA uses a standard single-point crossover method where two children are produced, which between them, carry all of the genes from the two parents. They also tried multi-point crossover but their computational experiments suggest that these provide no significant advantage over the simpler single point crossover. All of the individuals in the F-EA population are paired in a random manner and produce two offspring each. The best of these offspring then replaces the weakest of the parents (if the offspring is fitter). F-EA terminates after 50|V|/b iterations, where b is the average maximum degree over all vertices. The reason is that larger problems require more iterations, on the other hand having a larger degree constraint makes the problem significantly easier. Mutation occurs for F-EA with a probability of 0.05. Mutation involves a randomly chosen gene of a child chromosome being changed to a new randomly chosen value. In addition, Prüfer coding may describe spanning trees that are
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very different, containing few common edges. This makes searching the solution space very difficult, with the F-EA liable to drift rather than converge. PSS is metaheuristic which combines a simple constructive heuristic with a genetic algorithm. They use Prim’s based heuristic to construct randomised minimum spanning tree. In each generation of the GA, two chromosomes are selected and a single point crossover is performed. Each gene in the new chromosome then has a probability of 0.01% of being mutated. The GA terminates when no improvements have been made in 150 generations. Knowles and Corne described another EA for the d-MST problem. K-EA is based on a genetic algorithm that employs randomised primal method (RPM). RPM is a tree construction algorithm in which the edge cost information is utilised so that highcost degree-constrained trees are rarely generated. In RPM, a tabular chromosome of length |V| and depth d-1, where |V| is the number of vertices in the graph and d is the required degree constraint, is used as an edge-choice look-up table to guide the choice of edges considered to form the growing spanning tree. Gradual improvement over time in a population of candidate solutions is obtained by means of iterated selection and coupled with removal of poor solutions to maintain a steady population size. The number of evaluations allowed is set at 10 000. Raidl and Julstrom presented W-EA for the d-MST problem. In this W-EA approach, a feasible spanning tree is represented by a string of numeric weights associated with the vertices. During decoding, these weights temporarily bias the graph’s edge costs, and an extension of Prim’s algorithms, applied to the biased costs, identifies the feasible spanning tree a chromosome represents. This decoding algorithm enforces the degree constraint, so that all chromosomes represent valid solutions and there is no need to discard, repair, or penalise invalid chromosomes. The weighted coding EA is based on an ingenious coding of spanning trees described by Palmer and Kershenbaum (1994) and was implemented in conventional steady-state GA. The algorithm selects
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chromosomes to be parents in tournaments of three and generated offspring from them via uniform crossover and a position-by-position mutation that resets each gene to a new random value with a small probability. The W-EA will discard any new chromosome that encodes a spanning tree already represented in the population. Raidl also presented S-EA for the d-MST problem. In this S-EA approach, spanning trees in EA is represented directly as sets of their edges. Raidl S-EA only uses Kruskal’s algorithm in the initialisation, and uses linear time crossover and mutation operators to generate new, always feasible candidate solutions for each generation. A hash table storing each pair of vertices connected by an edge is implemented for efficiency. In this way, the insertion or deletion of an edge and the test whether a given edge is contained in the tree or not can be performed with expected constant effort and also traversal all edges needs only O(|V|) time. The edge-set representation and its operators were implemented in conventional steady-state EA. The S-EA’s population holds 100 solutions. Offsprings are generated by selecting parents via binary tournaments, applying crossover with probability 0.8 and mutation with probability 0.8.



3.4 Other Algorithms Among others that is not in greedy algorithms and EAs categories that were used for this thesis comparison study with ACO were simulated annealing (SA) and branch and bound (B&B) as cited in (Mohan et al., 2001) and ant-based algorithm (AB) presented by Bui and Zrncic (2006). SA is another popular search heuristic often applied to combinatorial optimization problems. The basic concepts of SA approach is to provide a means to escape local optima by allowing some downhill moves during stochastic hill climbing in hope of finding a global optimum. As the SA temperature parameter is gradually decreased, uphill moves occur less frequently. In their SA implementation, they set
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initial temperature at 1% of the standard deviation in edge weights over a random walk of length 20|V| in which all neighbouring solutions are accepted. The temperature is reduced by 2% after each iteration until either three successive chains produce the same result (indicating that the SA is stuck in a local minimum) or when 300 temperature decrements have been performed. B&B is in general an exact technique. This algorithm is essentially a very simple depth first search that uses the unconstrained minimum spanning tree as a lower bound in each iteration. Since complete runs would have been too time-demanding, each run is terminated after 10 minutes CPU time and the best solution found so far was reported as final solution. Bui and Zrncic (2006) presented ant-based algorithm (AB) for the d-MST problem. Their AB algorithm does not follow all the aspects of the ACO algorithm. Artificial ants maneuver based on local information and deposit pheromones as they travel. Then, they use cumulative pheromone levels to determine candidate sets of edges from which degree-constrained spanning trees are built. The addition of a local optimization step is not implemented in their AB algorithm to obtain better performance particularly for graphs designed to mislead greedy algorithms.



3.5 Summary This chapter has reviewed nine of existing d-MST approaches that will be used for the comparison study with ACO in the coming chapter 5 and chapter 6 of this thesis. One out of the nine existing d-MST approaches is in the greedy algorithms category; five is in the evolutionary algorithms category and the remaining three is in the other algorithms category. The next chapter will give an overview of the ACO algorithms.
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CHAPTER 4: OVERVIEW OF ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION (ACO)



4.1 Introduction This chapter gives a brief overview of ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems. Many of the optimization problems arising in communications networks design are combinatorial optimization problems and are NPhard. Combinatorial optimization problems involve finding values for discrete variables that give optimal solutions with respect to a given objective function. Examples of such communications networks design problems are finding the degree-constrained minimum spanning tree as described in the Chapter 2, as well as many other important real-world problems like the travelling salesman problem (TSP), finding a minimum cost plan to deliver goods to customers, an optimal assignment of employees to tasks to be performed, a best routing scheme for data packets in the Internet, an optimal sequence of jobs which are to be processed in a production line, an allocation of flight crews to airplanes, and many more. NP-hard problems cannot be solved to optimality within polynomially bounded computation time. Hence, to practically solve large instances, one often has to use approximate methods which return near-optimal solutions in a relatively short time. Algorithms of this type are loosely called heuristics. They often use some problemspecific knowledge to either build or improve solutions. Many researchers have focused their attention on a new class of algorithms, called metaheuristics. A metaheuristic is a set of algorithmic concepts that can be used to define heuristic methods applicable to a wide set of different problems. In other words, a metaheuristic can be seen as a highlevel strategy that guides other heuristics toward promising regions of the search space containing high-quality solutions. The use of metaheuristics has significantly increased
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the ability of finding very high quality solutions to hard, practically relevant communications networks design problems in a reasonable time.



4.2 Overview of ACO metaheuristic A particular successful metaheuristic, the ACO inspired from studies of the social behaviour of an ant colony where real ants follow the principle of stigmergy (Grassé, 1959). Stigmergy is a form of indirect communication used by ants to coordinate their activities. The ants use pheromone trails laying that have effects upon the environment, which serve as behaviour-determining signals to other ants. Fig. 4.1 shows a way real ants exploit pheromone to find a shortest path. Starting with Ant System, a number of algorithmic approaches based on the very same ideas were developed and applied with considerable success to a variety of combinatorial communications networks design optimization problems from academic as well as from real-world applications. The ACO metaheuristic has been proposed as a common framework for the existing applications and algorithmic variants of a variety of ant algorithms. Algorithms that fit into the ACO metaheuristic framework will be called in the following ACO algorithms. The ACO algorithms have a very wide applicability: it can be applied to any combinatorial optimization problems in communications networks design for which a solution construction procedure can be conceived. The inspiring source of ACO is the pheromone trail laying and the behaviour of artificial ant following the foraging behaviour of real ants which use pheromones as a communication medium (Dorigo & Stützle, 2003). An ant, while going from the colony to the food source lays a chemical substance, called pheromone. When the ant returns from the food source, it reinforces the pheromones on the path that it had used. Pheromone trail laying is used to attract other ants to follow a particular path. When a large number of ants forage for food, the minimum cost path to the food source will eventually contain the highest concentration of pheromones, thereby attracting all the ants to use that minimum cost path. The
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pheromones on higher cost path which is not reinforced often enough will progressively evaporate. ACO algorithms are modelled after this behaviour, and have been used to solve minimum cost path problems and problems that can be reduced to a kind of shortest path problems (Dorigo & Stützle, 2003).



Fig. 4.1 How real ants find a shortest path. Figures above show (a) At initial state, ants in a pheromone trail travel between colony and food; (b) At time 1, an obstacle interrupts the trails; (c) At time 2, ants find two paths to travel around the obstacle; (d) At final state, ants converging on the shortest path in the graph from the colony to a food source and back. Adapted from Dorigo and Gambardella (1997).



4.3 Problem Representation in ACO An artificial ant in ACO incrementally builds a solution by adding opportunely defined solution components to a partial solution under construction. Therefore, ACO algorithms can be applied to any combinatorial discrete optimization problem in communications networks design for which a constructive heuristic can be defined. A challenge is how to map the considered problem to a representation that can be used by the artificial ants to build solutions. The following is a formal characterisation of the representation that the artificial ants use and of the policy they implement.
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Consider the minimisation problem (S, f, Ω), where S is the set of candidate solutions, f is the objective function which assigns an objective function with cost value f(s, t) to each candidate solution s ∈ S at time t, and Ω(t) is a set of constraints applicable at time t. The parameter t indicates that the objective function and the constraints can be time-dependent. For example, in dynamic telecommunication network routing problems the cost of links is proportional to traffic, which is time-dependent; and constraints on the reachable vertices can also change with time: think of a network vertex that suddenly becomes unreachable. The goal is to find a globally optimal feasible solution, s*, that is, a minimum cost feasible solution to the minimisation problem. The combinatorial optimization problem in communications networks design (S, f, Ω) is mapped to a problem that can be characterised by the following list of items are proposed by Dorigo and Stützle (2004): •



A finite set C = {c1, c2,… , cNc} of components is given, where NC is the number of components.



•



The states of the problem are defined in terms of sequences x = ci, cj, …, ch, … of finite length over the elements of C. The set of all possible states is denoted by X. The length of a sequence x, that is, the number of components in the sequence, is expressed by |x|. The maximum length of a sequence is bounded by a positive constant n < + .



•



The set of candidate solutions S ⊆ X.



•



A set of feasible states X , with X ⊆ X, defined via a problem-dependent test that verifies that it is not impossible to complete a sequence x ∈ X into a solution satisfying the constraints Ω. Note that by this definition, the feasibility of a state x ∈ X should be interpreted in a weak sense. In fact, it does not guarantee that a s of x exists such that s ∈ X .



•



A non-empty set S* of optimal solutions, with S* ⊆ X and S* ⊆ S.
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•



A cost g(s, t) is associated with each candidate solution s ∈ S. In most cases g(s, t) f(s, t), ∀s ∈ S , where S ∈ S is the set of feasible candidate solutions, obtained from S via the constraints Ω(t).



•



In some cases a cost, or the estimate of a cost, J(x, t) can be associated with states other than candidate solutions. If a xj sequence can be obtained by adding solution components to a state xi, then J(xi, t) ≤ J(xj, t). Note that J(s, t)



g(s, t).



Given this formulation, artificial ants build solutions by performing randomised walks on the completely connected graph GC = (C, L) whose vertices are the components C, and the set L fully connects the components C. The graph GC is called construction graph and elements of L are called connections. The problem constraints Ω(t) are implemented in the policy followed by the artificial ants, as explained in the next section of this chapter. The choice of implementing the constraints in the construction policy of the artificial ants allows a certain degree of flexibility. In fact, depending on the combinatorial networks optimization problem considered, it may be more reasonable to implement the constraints in a hard way, allowing the ants to build only feasible solutions, or in a soft way, in which case the ants can build infeasible solutions whereby the candidate solutions in S \ S that can be penalised as a function of their degree of infeasibility.



4.4 Ant’s behaviour As said, in ACO algorithms, artificial ants use stochastic constructive procedures to build solutions by moving on the construction graph GC = (C, L), where the set L fully connects the components C. The problem constraints Ω(t) are built into the ants’ constructive heuristic. In most applications, ants construct feasible solutions. However, sometimes it may be necessary or beneficial to also let them construct infeasible
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solutions. Components ci ∈ C and connection lij ∈ L can have associated a pheromone trail τ (τi if associated with components, τij if associated with connections), and a heuristic value η (ηi and ηij, respectively). The pheromone trail encodes a long-term memory about the entire ant search process, and is updated by the ants themselves. Differently, the heuristic value, often called heuristic information, represents a priori information about the problem instance or run-time information provided by a source different from the ants. In many cases η is the cost, or an estimate of the cost, of adding the component or connection to the solution under construction. These values are used by the ants’ heuristic rule to make probabilistic decisions on how to move on the graph. More precisely, each ant k of the colony has the following properties: •



It exploits the construction graph Gc = (C, L) to search for optimal solutions s*∈S*.



•



It has a memory Mk that it can use to store information about the path it followed so far. Memory can be used to (1) build feasible solutions (i.e., implement constraints Ω); (2) compute the heuristic values η; (3) evaluate the solution found; and (4)



retrace the path backward. •



It has a start state xsk and one or more termination conditions ek. Usually, the start state is expressed either as an empty sequence or as a unit length sequence, that is, a single component sequence.



•



When in state xr = xr-1, i , if no termination condition is satisfied, it moves from vertex i to a vertex j in its neighbourhood Nk(xr), that is, to a state xr-1, j ∈ X. If at least one of the termination conditions ek is satisfied, then the ant k stops. When an ant builds a candidate solution, moves to infeasible are forbidden in most applications, either through the use of the ant’s memory, or via appropriately defined heuristic values η.



•



It selects a move by applying a probabilistic decision rule. The probabilistic decision rule is a function of (1) the locally available pheromone trails and heuristic values (i.e., pheromone trails and heuristic values associated with components and
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connections in the neighbourhood of the ant’s current location on graph GC); (2) the ant’s private memory storing its current state; and (3) the problem constraints. •



When adding a component cj to the current state, it can update the pheromone trail τ associated with it or with the corresponding connection.



•



Once it has built a solution, it can retrace the same path backward and update the pheromone trails of the used components. It is important to note that ants act concurrently and independently and that



although each ant is complex enough to find a (probably poor) solution to the problem under consideration, good-quality solutions can only emerge as the result of the collective interaction among the ants. This is obtained via indirect communication mediated by the information ants read or write in the variables storing pheromone trail values. In a way, this is a distributed learning process in which the single agents, the ants, are not adaptive themselves but, on the contrary, adaptively modify the way the problem is represented and perceived by other ants.



4.5 The ACO Solution Construction procedure Informally, an ACO algorithm can be imagined as the interplay of three procedures: ConstructAntsSolutions, UpdatePheromones, and DaemonActions. ConstructAntsSolutions manages a colony of ants that concurrently and asynchronously visit adjacent states of the considered problem by moving through neighbour vertices of the problem’s construction graph GC. They move by applying a stochastic local decision policy that makes use of pheromone trails and heuristic information. In this way, ants incrementally build solutions to the optimization problem. Once an ant has built a solution, or while the solution is being built, the ant evaluates the (partial) solution that will be used by the UpdatePheromones procedure to decide how much pheromone to deposit.
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UpdatePheromones is the process by which the pheromone trails are modified. The trails value can either increase, as ants deposit pheromone on the components or connections they use, or decrease, due to pheromone evaporation. From a practical point of view, the deposit of new pheromone increases the probability that whose components or connections that were either used by many ants or that were used by at least one ant and which produced a very good solution will be used again by future ants. Differently, pheromone evaporation implements a useful form of forgetting: it avoids a too rapid convergence of the algorithm toward a suboptimal region, therefore favouring the exploration of new areas of the search space. Finally, the DaemonActions procedure is used to implement centralised actions which cannot be performed by single ants. Examples of daemon actions are the activation of a local optimization procedure, or the collection of global information that can be used to decide whether it is useful or not to deposit additional pheromone to bias the search process from a nonlocal perspective. As a practical example, the daemon can observe the path found by each ant in the colony and select one or a few ants (e.g., those that built the best solutions in the algorithm iteration) which are then allowed to deposit additional pheromone on the components or connections they used. Listing 4.1 describes the ACO metaheuristic in pseudocode. The main procedure of the ACO metaheuristic manages the scheduling of the three components of ACO algorithms via the ScheduleActivities construct: (1) management of the ants’ activity, (2) pheromone updating, and (3) daemon actions. The ScheduleActivities construct does not specify how these three activities are scheduled and synchronised. In other words, it does not say whether they should be executed in a completely parallel and independent way, or if some kind of synchronisation among them is necessary. The designer is therefore free to specify the way these three procedures should interact, taking into account the characteristics of the considered problem.
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1 procedure ACOMetaheuristic 2 while (termination conditions is not satisfied) do 3 ScheduleActivities 4 ConstructAntsSolutions 5 UpdatePheromones 6 DaemonActions %optional 7 end ScheduleActivities 8 end while 9 end procedure Listing 4.1 The ACO metaheuristic in pseudocode. The procedure DaemonActions is optional and refers to centralised action executed by a daemon possessing global knowledge.



4.6 Summary The ACO algorithms are one out of a number of metaheuristics which have been proposed in the literature. Other metaheuristics include simulated annealing, tabu search, guided local search, iterated local search, greedy randomized adaptive search procedures, and evolutionary computation. Several characteristics make ACO a unique approach: it is a constructive, population-based metaheuristic which exploits an indirect form of memory of previous performance. This combination of characteristics is not found in any of the other metaheuristics. In the next chapter, two ACO algorithms as a means for solving the d-MST problem will be proposed.
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Chapter 5: THE prim-ACO AND kruskal-ACO APPROACHES TO d-MST PROBLEM



5.1 Introduction This chapter details two proposed ACO approaches for the d-MST problem. The first approach uses the vertices of the construction graph as solution components, and is motivated by the well-known Prim’s algorithm (Prim, 1957) for constructing MST, which is referred to as prim-ACO in this thesis. The second approach uses the graph edges as solution components, and is motivated by Kruskal’s algorithm (Kruskal, 1956) for the MST problem, which is referred to as kruskal-ACO in this thesis. After that, the parameter tuning techniques for prim-ACO and kruskal-ACO are highlighted. Next, the results from the computer simulations are reported to demonstrate the effectiveness of these two ACO approaches for solving d-MST problem. The work presented in this chapter has been reported in (Bau et al., 2005, 2007a). The application of d-MST to real life networks design problem starts from a complete graph. The vertices in the graph can be computers, terminals or communication devices and it is constrained by a limited number of linking between them. This kind constraint is called degree constraint. The edges in the graph can be wires, cables or a telecommunications system which used to link up the vertices so that information can be mutually accessed or exchanged. Many edges are needed to connect every pair of distinct vertices in a complete graph. Therefore, this kind of fully connected vertices in a complete graph is not affordable. The problem is then to find a feasible set of edges which minimises the overall cost and also ensures the degree constraint is satisfied. Thus, ACO is used to solve this d-MST problem. The ACO is driven by Prim and Kruskal to select feasible vertices and edges which do not violate the
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degree constraint. Finally, the best vertices and edges selected by the ant will be used in the networks design to be implemented the real-world communications networks system.



5.2 The prim-ACO approach The prim-ACO uses the vertices of the construction graph as solution components. During each iteration of the prim-ACO, every ant will use these solution components to construct a degree-constrained spanning tree (d-ST) incrementally. Initially let vertex set CS be an unordered list of vertices and let CS be initially empty. The Prim’s algorithm



starts from an arbitrary root vertex in graph. This arbitrary root vertex will be the first vertex added to the CS. At each step, Prim’s algorithm select edge eij whereby the vertex i contains in the CS and the second unconnected vertex j does not contains in the CS to



be added to the current growing tree. CS is grown until it contains all the vertices in V to form a spanning tree. This step implies that Prim’s algorithm always grow a spanning tree by always maintaining single tree component. The artificial ants follow this construction step, except that the selection of the next solution component is probabilistic to avoid the pitfalls of the greedy approach. To ensure the degree constraint is adhered to, do not add vertices that violate the degree constraint. The pseudocode of this prim-ACO for d-MST is given in Listing 5.1. The pseudocode of Prim’s constructing step for MST is listed in Listing 5.2. The “Set parameters.” on line 2 of Listing 5.1 sets several parameters for prim-ACO. The parameters are as follows: •



pheromone trails τij to a small value as τ0 = 10-6, where τ0 is the initial pheromone,



•



the number of ants mAnts,



•



a positive integer Q,



•



a positive integer which governs the influences of pheromone trails α,



•



a positive integer which governs the influences of distance visibility β, and



•



the evaporation rate ρ.
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1 procedure prim-ACO for d-MST 2 Set parameters. 3 while termination_cond = false do 4 • A set of mAnts artificial ants are initially located at randomly selected vertices. 5 • Each ant, denoted by k, constructs a d-ST resembles Prim’s construction step, always 6 maintaining a set list Jk of vertices that remain to be visited. At each step r of iteration t, 7 an ant located at a set of vertices i hops to a set of another vertices j, according to 8 probability: 9 [τ ij (t )]α [ηij ]β 10 , if j ∈ J k (i ); 11 [τ il (t )]α [ηil ]β pijk (tr ) = 12 l∈J k ( i ) 13 0 , if j ∉ J k (i ). 14 where as inverse distance between vertices i and j: 15 16 wij, if wij > 0; 1 ηij = , where wij = 17 τ 0, if wij = 0. wij 18 19 • When every ant has completed a d-ST, pheromone trails are updated: 20 mAnts τ ij (t + 1) = (1 - ρ ) τ ij (t ) + Σ ∆τ ijk , 21 k =1 22 where 23 ∆τ ijk = ρ .τ 0, as local update; 24 25 Q/Lgb , if (i, j ) ∈ edges of d-ST gb ; 26 k as global update. ∆τ ij = 27 0, otherwise. 28 end while 29 end procedure 30 Listing 5.1 The pseudocode of prim-ACO for d-MST problem, which follows ACO algorithms framework. 1 procedure Prim 2 Choose first vertex, f of graph G 3 Initialise Prim tree connected set, CS as vertex f, where CS = {f} 4 ET = Ø 5 while |CS| |V| do 6 minCost = 7 for each vertex i ∈ CS do 8 for each vertex j ∉ CS do 9 if cost(i, j) < minCost then 10 minCost = cost(i, j) 11 edgeVertex1 = i 12 edgeVertex2 = j 13 ET ET ∪ {(edgeVertex1, edgeVertex2)} 14 CS CS ∪ {edgeVertex2} 15 end while 16 end procedure Listing 5.2 The pseudocode of Prim’s algorithm for MST problem.
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The objective function returns the minimum cost degree-constrained spanning tree Sk found by ant k. Other parameters for prim-ACO are defined as follows: •



wij be the weight between vertices i and j,



•



τij be the amount of pheromone on the edge that connects vertex i and vertex j,



•



Lgb is the total weight of global-best degree-constrained spanning tree (d-STgb), and



•



termination_cond is the termination condition where it can be either a predefined



number of iterations has been reached or a satisfactory solution has been found. Pheromone evaporates at a fixed rate after all ants have constructed their d-ST.



τij on line 21, 24 and 27 of Listing 5.1 is the amount of reinforcement received by edge that connects vertex i and vertex j. τij is proportional to the quality of the solutions in which edge that connects vertex i and vertex j was used by one ant or more for d-ST construction. While ant k is building a solution, a local update rule is applied (Dorigo & Gambardella, 1997). The local update rule is needed to yield better performance by encouraging ants’ exploration. Only the globally best degree-constrained spanning tree, Lgb constructed by ant k is allowed to deposit additional amount of pheromone. This is



used as the elitist strategy (Dorigo et al., 1996). The ACO approaches proposed in this thesis follows that of the Ant Colony System in Dorigo and Gambardella (1997), and incorporates the elitist strategy from Ant System (Dorigo et al., 1996). This reinforcement procedure reflects the idea that pheromone density should be lower on a longer path because a longer trail is more difficult to maintain. Steps on line 4, 5 and 19 of Listing 5.1 are repeated either a predefined number of iterations has been reached or until a satisfactory solution has been found. The algorithm works by applying a pheromone evaporation, which ensures that the system does not converge early toward a poor solution and by reinforcing portions of solutions that belong to good solutions. When



= 0, the algorithm implements a probabilistic greedy search, whereby the next



vertices is selected solely on the basis of its distance cost from the current set of vertices. When



= 0, only the pheromone is used to guide the search, which would reflect the



way the ants do it. However, the explicit use of distance, where



ij



= 1/wij as a criterion
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for path selection appears to improve the algorithm's performance (Bonabeau et al., 2000). In all other optimization applications also, an improvement in the algorithm's performance is observed when a local measure of greed, similar to the inverse of the distance for the TSP (Dorigo & Gambardella, 1997), is included into the local selection of portions of solution by the agents.



5.3 The kruskal-ACO approach In kruskal-ACO, the set of graph edges, E = {eij | i ∈ V, j ∈ V, i



j} will serve as



solution components from which every ant will use to incrementally construct a d-ST during each iteration of the kruskal-ACO algorithm. The pseudocode for kruskal-ACO for d-MST is given in Listing 5.3. The pseudocode of Kruskal’s algorithm for MST is given in Listing 5.4. Firstly, sort the edges in E into non-decreasing order by their edge weight as on the line 2 of Listing 5.4. Then let edge set ET be a set of edges and let ET be initially empty. The Kruskal’s algorithm starts by selecting the first edge in the sorted edges. This edge will be the first minimum weight edge added to the ET. At each step, Kruskal’s algorithm only allows edges that connect any two different trees in the forest to be added to the current growing tree until ET contained cardinality of |V|-1 to form a spanning tree. For efficient implementation of feasible edges test whether two vertices are already connected via some edges or not by using a union-find data structures (Cormen et al., 2001). This step implies that Kruskal’s algorithm allows a spanning tree to be formed by more than one different tree components. The artificial ants follow this construction step, except that the selection of the next solution component is probabilistic to avoid the pitfalls of the greedy approach. To ensure the degree constraint is adhered to, edges having end vertices that violate the degree constraint are not added. The “Set parameters.” operation on line 2 of Listing 5.3 for kruskal-ACO sets the same parameters as in prim-ACO. Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2 show examples of how solution are constructed using prim-ACO and kruskal-ACO on a graph with d = 3. The difference
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between prim-ACO and kruskal-ACO is prim-ACO always form a spanning tree by a single tree component but kruskal-ACO allows a spanning tree to be formed by more than one different tree components. The objective function returns the cost of the degree-constrained spanning tree Sk found by ant k. The parameters in Listing 5.3 for kruskal-ACO are defined as follows: •



wij be the weight between vertices i and j for edge eij,



•



eij



be the amount of pheromone on the edge eij that connects vertex i and vertex j.



is initially set to small value as •



0=



10-6 where



0



eij



is the initial pheromone.



α and β are two positive parameters which govern the respective influences of pheromone and distance visibility on ants’ decision,



•



ρ is the evaporation rate,



•



Q is a positive integer,



•



Lgb is the total weight of global-best degree-constrained spanning tree (d-STgb), and



•



termination_cond is the termination condition.



Pheromone evaporates at a fixed rate after all ants have constructed their d-ST. ∆



eij



is the amount of reinforcement received by edge eij. ∆



eij



is proportional to the



quality of the solutions in which edge eij was used for construction. The same goes to kruskal-ACO approach, while ant k is building a solution a local update rule is applied (Dorigo & Gambardella, 1997). The local update rule was needed to yield better performance by encouraging ants’ exploration. Only the globally best degreeconstrained spanning tree Lgb constructed by ant k is allowed to deposit additional amount of pheromone. This is used as the elitist strategy (Dorigo et al., 1996). The ACO approaches proposed in this thesis follows that of the Ant Colony System in Dorigo and Gambardella (1997), and incorporates the elitist strategy from Ant System (Dorigo et al., 1996).
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1 procedure kruskal-ACO for d-MST 2 Set parameters. 3 while termination_cond = false do 4 • A set of mAnts artificial ants are initially located at randomly selected edges. 5 • Each ant, denoted by k, constructs a d-ST resembles Kruskal’s construction step, always 6 maintaining a set list Jk of edges that remain to be visited. At each step r of iteration t, an 7 ant will select an edge among the feasible edges that have not yet been visited, 8 according to probability: 9 [τ eij (t )]α [η eij ]β 10 , if ∀l ∈ J k (eij ); α β k [ τ ( t )] [ η ] 11 el el peij (tr ) = l∈J k 12 13 0 , if ∀l ∉ J k (eij ). 14 where as inverse distance visibility measure between vertices i and j: 15 16 wij, if wij > 0; 1 ηij = , where wij = 17 τ 0, if wij = 0. wij 18 • When every ant has completed a d-ST, pheromone trails are updated: 19 mAnts 20 τ e ij ( t + 1) = (1 ρ ) τ e ij ( t ) + Σ ∆τ ekij , 21 k =1 22 where 23 ∆τ ekij = ρ .τ 0, as local update; 24 25 Q/Lgb , if eij ∈ edges of d-ST gb ; 26 as global update. ∆τ ekij = 27 0, otherwise. 28 end while 29 end procedure 30 Listing 5.3 The pseudocode of kruskal-ACO for d-MST problem, which follows ACO algorithms framework.



1 procedure Kruskal 2 Sort the edges in E in non-decreasing order by weight 3 ET = Ø 4 MAKE-SET(v) for all vertices in V 5 for each edge(i, j) ∈ E do 6 if FIND-SET(i) FIND-SET(j) then 7 ET ET ∪ {(i, j)} 8 UNION(i, j) 9 if |ET| = |V|-1 then 10 return ET 11 end procedure Listing 5.4 The pseudocode of Kruskal’s algorithm for MST problem.
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Fig. 5.1 An ant execution example of prim-ACO’s approach on the graph with d = 3.
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Fig. 5.2 An ant execution example of kruskal-ACO’s approach on the graph with d = 3.



5.4 Parameter setting The range for each



and



was 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, and



was 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20. For



combinations used for prim-ACO and kruskal-ACO parameter settings,



average solution costs over 20 independent runs were recorded. Each run is terminated
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after 30 iterations. The lowest average solution costs for each



and



combinations will



be the prim-ACO and kruskal-ACO parameter values used in SHRD and M-graph data sets. This is because the lower the average solution costs indicate that the solution quality is higher. Table 5.1 to Table 5.4 show parameter tuning results for prim-ACO and kruskal-ACO. The lowest value from the 5x5 parameter setting table is in bold print. It happened that for SHRD problem instance the kruskal-ACO uses the same parameter values of β = 10 and ρ = 0.01 as prim-ACO. Separate parameter values are used for prim-ACO and kruskal-ACO for the M-graph problem instances. The parameter values of β = 4 and ρ = 0.02 are chosen for prim-ACO while values of β = 2 and ρ = 0.10 are chosen for kruskal-ACO. Table 5.5 shows the final parameter setting for both prim-ACO and kruskal-ACO in this experiment on SHRD and M-graph problem instances. The number of ants, mAnts is set to |V|, however the maximum number of ants, mAnts is restricted to 50 because the cost of constructing solutions in this algorithms is quite high. The best parameter value of α is set to 1; it is consistent with other ACO research works such as those by Dorigo et al. (1996) and also by Stützle and Hoos (2000). ρ = 0.01



0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 1590.50 1585.80 1599.65 1625.50 1680.60 β=2 4 1529.45 1533.00 1533.85 1540.00 1572.00 6 1518.95 1517.30 1521.90 1524.55 1545.15 8 1515.25 1515.65 1515.75 1518.25 1533.80 10 1514.15 1514.95 1515.25 1526.75 1513.55 Table 5.1 Parameter tuning for prim-ACO average results, problem shrd305, iterations = 30, runs = 20.



ρ = 0.01



0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 1609.45 1608.75 1618.35 1635.50 1700.70 4 1538.80 1541.35 1546.25 1550.85 1579.40 6 1526.10 1523.95 1525.90 1533.00 1548.90 8 1518.00 1518.40 1521.45 1524.55 1538.25 10 1515.95 1517.40 1521.75 1531.00 1514.95 Table 5.2 Parameter tuning for kruskal-ACO average results, problem shrd305, iterations = 30, runs = 20.



β=2
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ρ = 0.01



0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 7.8744 7.9141 8.0041 9.0343 10.2777 β=2 4 8.0163 7.9464 8.6402 9.7540 7.7700 6 8.4264 8.3399 8.3438 8.8363 9.7434 8 9.0393 8.9501 9.0304 9.2558 9.6575 10 9.4282 9.4468 9.3318 9.3614 9.6826 Table 5.3 Parameter tuning for prim-ACO average results, problem m50n1, iterations = 30, runs = 20.



ρ = 0.01



0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 8.2915 7.9525 7.6415 9.4632 7.4913 4 7.9661 7.6310 7.5096 7.8329 8.5959 6 8.7173 8.2863 8.2706 8.2072 8.5624 8 8.9102 8.4881 8.6286 8.5700 8.8353 10 9.0634 9.0570 8.9409 8.7352 8.9876 Table 5.4 Parameter tuning for kruskal-ACO average results, problem m50n1, iterations = 30, runs = 20.



β=2



prim-ACO kruskal-ACO SHRD M-graph SHRD M-graph |V| 50 |V| 50 mAnts 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Q 1 1 1 1 α -6 -6 -6 -6 10 10 10 10 τ0 10 4 10 2 β 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.10 ρ Table 5.5 Final parameter setting for prim-ACO and kruskal-ACO on SHRD and M-graph problem instances.



5.5 Performance measures The solution quality is measured by the relative difference between the final objective value C obtained by a specific approach and the objective value Cd-Prim of the solution found by the d-Prim heuristic in percent. This measure is called quality gain: quality gain = (Cd-Prim – C) / Cd-Prim . 100%.



(5.1)
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In other words, d-Prim is used as a reference algorithm and calculate relative quality improvements for the other approaches; where larger values indicate better results.



5.6 Experimental Results The prim-ACO and the kruskal-ACO are implemented in Java v5.0 using the RePast v3.1 multi-agent simulation framework. For prim-ACO and kruskal-ACO approaches, 50 independent runs were performed for each problem instance. Each run is terminated after 100 iterations. The improvement is too small to justify the additional computation time with the computer stimulations up to 300 iterations. Table 5.6 shows the differences between total number of iterations 100 and 300 of prim-ACO average results and best results on the problem instances SHRD305 and m50n1. Table 5.7 shows the differences between total number of iterations 100 and 300 of kruskal-ACO average results and best results on the problem instances SHRD305 and m50n1. The number of runs for both ACO approaches is set to 50. As for prim-ACO, average results improvement of 1.56 (solution cost) and 0.3288 (solution cost) on SHRD305 and m50n1 problem instances with additional of 200 iterations. The small improvement is also found to be true for kruskal-ACO, where kruskal-ACO average results improvement of 0.30 (solution cost) and 0.1241 (solution cost) on SHRD305 and m50n1 problem instances with additional of 200 iterations. All the results in this thesis were obtained on a computer with Pentium 4 3.0 Ghz CPU running under Windows XP Professional.
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Problem



prim-ACO prim-ACO avg. best 100 1509.02 1506.00 SHRD305 300 1507.46 1506.00 100 7.0361 6.6310 m50n1 300 6.7073 6.6010 Table 5.6 The differences between total number of iterations 100 and 300 of prim-ACO average results and best results on the problem instances SHRD305 and m50n1 with number of runs is set to 50. Problem



No. of iterations



No. of iterations



kruskal-ACO kruskal-ACO avg. best 100 1509.40 1505.00 SHRD305 300 1509.10 1505.00 100 6.7893 6.6330 m50n1 300 6.6652 6.6260 Table 5.7 The differences between total number of iterations 100 and 300 of kruskal-ACO average results and best results on the problem instances SHRD305 and m50n1 with number of runs is set to 50.



The performance comparison is done for both types of non-Euclidean d-MST data sets. The results on SHRD data set for both ACO approaches are reported in Table 5.8, while Table 5.9 presents results obtained for both ACO approaches on M-graph data set. The numbers of vertices on SHRD data set are in the range 15, 20, 25, and 30 where the maximum degree is set to 3, 4, and 5. The number of vertices on M-graph data set is 50 and the maximum degree on M-graph is set to 5. Besides average gains, the gains of the best run are reported for both ACO approaches in Table 5.8 and Table 5.9. Based on the results obtained for both data sets, it is observed that kruskal-ACO has higher total average results compared to prim-ACO. On the M-graph data set, kruskal-ACO gave the higher average gains for all problem instances. However, on the SHRD data set, the kruskal-ACO gave the higher average gains only for half of the total number of problem instances. The figures for this are in bold print and can be referred from the Table 5.8 and Table 5.9. It is also observed that for all problem instances on SHRD data set where the number of vertices is equal to 15 and 20, kruskal-ACO performed better compared to prim-ACO when the maximum degree is set to 3, 4, and 5.
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Problem



prim-ACO avg. 16.28 9.30 1.33 11.45 9.20 7.99 19.69 6.41 9.00 11.49 11.41 6.33



prim-ACO best 19.84 12.01 1.33 11.87 9.26 8.47 20.40 6.72 9.02 12.26 11.71 6.52



kruskal-ACO avg. 16.57 11.13 7.58 11.84 9.23 8.10 18.76 6.15 8.97 11.37 11.38 6.31



kruskal-ACO best 16.60 12.01 9.60 12.12 9.48 8.32 20.31 6.72 9.02 11.92 11.75 6.58



SHRD153 SHRD154 SHRD155 SHRD203 SHRD204 SHRD205 SHRD253 SHRD254 SHRD255 SHRD303 SHRD304 SHRD305 Total 9.99 10.78 10.62 11.20 Average: Table 5.8 Average and best results (quality gains over d-Prim in %) on SHRD problem instances. Label SHRD153 means structured hard graph 15-vertex with degree constraint, d=3 and so on.



Problem



prim-ACO avg. 39.87 45.44 25.50



prim-ACO best 43.33 45.51 32.31



kruskal-ACO avg. 41.98 46.08 28.23



kruskal-ACO best 43.31 50.10 32.73



m50n1 m50n2 m50n3 Total 36.94 40.38 38.76 42.05 Average: Table 5.9 Average and best results (quality gains over d-Prim in %) on M-graph problem instances. Label m50n1 means first misleading graph 50-vertex with degree constraint, d=5 and so on.



5.7 Summary Two ACO approaches for solving d-MST were designed and implemented, namely prim-ACO and kruskal-ACO. One uses graph vertices as solution component and another one uses graph edges as solution component. Experimental results have shown that kruskal-ACO performed better for larger number of problem instances compared to prim-ACO on the SHRD and M-graph data sets. In the following chapter, the kruskalACO approach will be improved further with three enhancement strategies.
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CHAPTER 6: ENHANCEMENT STRATEGIES FOR kruskal-ACO



6.1 Introduction This chapter details enhancement strategies for kruskal-ACO to solve d-MST problem. The enhanced version is referred to as the enhanced kruskal-ACO in this thesis. The kruskal-ACO is chosen to be enhanced based on the better results achieved by kruskalACO compared to prim-ACO in the earlier chapter. Firstly, the enhancement strategies are described. Next, results are presented for Euclidean graphs, SHRD graphs, and also M-graphs data sets. The important findings are then reported. The work and results in this chapter have been reported in (Bau et al., 2007a).



6.2 The enhanced kruskal-ACO approach Parameter values of β and ρ used for enhanced kruskal-ACO were the same as kruskalACO. The enhanced version is also implemented in Java v5.0 using the RePast v3.1 multi-agent simulation framework. The enhancement strategies are: 1. Tournament selection strategy. 2. Global update strategy. 3. Candidate lists strategy. 6.2.1 Tournament selection strategy An ant selects a set of other feasible edges using the following equation (6.1) as described in kruskal-ACO approach with tournament selection of size 2 (Mitchell, 1999)
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instead of using typical roulette wheel selection (Michalewicz, 1996; Goldberg, 1989) method as follows:



pekij (tr ) =



[τ eij (t )]α [η eij ]β , if ∀l ∈ J k (eij ); [τ el (t )]α [ηel ]β



(6.1)



l∈J k



0



, if ∀l ∉ J k (eij ).



Listing 6.1 shows our enhanced k-ACO incorporated with tournament selection of size 2 pseudocode. Tournament selection can be likened to the natural process of individuals competing with each other in order to become winner. Selection pressure can be easily adjusted by changing the tournament size. 1 Algorithm: Tournament selection of size 2 2 Input: Feasible edges, E* of ant k from eq. (6.1) into the tournament 3 Output: Only one feasible eij as a winner 4 begin 5 Set max_probability 0 6 for count 1 to |E*|/2 do 7 • Randomly select two edges from E* to compete 8 • Compare the probability of the two edges with max-probability: the edge with higher 9 probability compare to max_probability will be the winner and then update 10 max_probability as winner probability 11 return winner eij 12 end Listing 6.1 Pseudocode for tournament selection of size 2.



6.2.2 Global pheromone trail update rule strategy We adapt the global pheromone trail update rule ∆



k



eij



= Q/Lgb by defining Lgb as



follows: Lgb (eij ) = Lgb +



degree(i ) + degree( j ) gb L . 2 × d



(6.2)



This strategy introduces degree constraint knowledge into global pheromone trail update instead of solely using the total weight of global-best degree-constrained
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spanning tree, Lgb. Equation (6.2) decreases the amount of pheromone for vertices with higher degree constraint of edge eij.



6.2.3 Candidate lists strategy Each ant maintains a list of the nEdges least expensive edges yet to be included in the partial solution. The candidate list comprises the top nEdges number of the sorted feasible edges, E*. The reason of applying candidate lists is to reduce the large neighbourhood in solution construction caused by the large number of edges in the graph. This allows the enhanced k-ACO algorithm to focus on more promising edges. The differences between candidate lists of size 10, 20, 30, and 40 of the enhanced kruskal-ACO average results and best results (solution cost) on the problem instances SHRD305 and m50n1 are presented in Table 6.1. For tuning the candidate list size, 50 independent runs were performed for each problem instance. Each run is terminated after 100 iterations. It is observed that for both SHRD and M-graph data sets, candidate lists of size 30 gave the best results. The figures for this are in bold print and it can be found in Table 6.1. Hence, the candidate lists of size 30 are chosen and applied in our experiment for the enhanced kruskal-ACO approach. Problem



Size of candidate The enhanced The enhanced lists kruskal-ACO avg. kruskal-ACO best 10 1509.48 1505.00 SHRD305 20 1509.22 1504.00 30 1508.40 1504.00 40 1508.52 1504.00 10 7.8403 7.2385 m50n1 20 6.7422 6.6280 30 6.6871 6.6280 40 6.7623 6.6280 Table 6.1 The differences between candidate lists of size 10, 20, 30, and 40 of the enhanced kruskal-ACO average results and best results on the problem instances SHRD305 and m50n1.
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6.3 Performance comparisons on Euclidian graph (CRD) data set Table 6.2 shows results for CRD problem instances from (Mohan et al., 2001). The number of vertices are 30 and 50. The maximum degree is set to 3, 4, and 5. Besides average results, the results of the best runs are reported in Table 6.2. The enhanced kruskal-ACO, which incorporates the tournament selection of size 2, global update strategy and candidate lists of size 30, is referred to as k-ts-gu-cl-ACO. For all the three ACO approaches, the parameter values are α = 1, β = 10, ρ = 0.01. 50 independent runs were performed for each problem instance. Each run is terminated after 100 iterations. This parameters used here are the same with all the three proposed ACO on SHRD problem instances. From the experiments, it can be concluded that the prim-ACO, kruskal-ACO and k-ts-cl-gu-ACO more or less having the same performance. The reason for this is the CRD problem instances. These CRD problem instances tend to be very easy as there are never any vertices with a degree of more than four in the unconstrained MST and it is also being described in (Mohan et al., 2001).
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Problem



MST value Kruskal / Prim 3634



Max. Deg. Kruskal / Prim 3



prim-ACO kruskal-ACO k-ts-cl-gu-ACO avg. best avg. best avg. best crd303n1 3635 3635 3635 3635 3635 3635 crd304n1 3635 3635 3635 3635 3635 3635 crd305n1 3635 3635 3635 3635 3635 3635 crd303n2 3277 3 3277 3277 3277 3277 3277 3277 crd304n2 3277 3277 3277 3277 3277 3277 crd305n2 3277 3277 3277 3722 3277 3277 crd303n3 4002 4002 4002 4002 4002 4002 4001 3 crd304n3 4002 4002 4002 4002 4002 4002 crd305n3 4002 4002 4002 4002 4002 4002 crd303n4 3860 3 3861 3861 3861 3861 3861 3861 crd304n4 3861 3861 3861 3861 3861 3861 crd305n4 3861 3861 3861 3861 3861 3861 crd303n5 3930 3 3930 3930 3930 3930 3930 3930 crd304n5 3930 3930 3930 3930 3930 3930 crd305n5 3930 3930 3930 3930 3930 3930 crd503n1 4933 4933 4933 4933 4933 4933 4932 3 crd504n1 4933 4933 4933 4933 4933 4933 crd505n1 4933 4933 4933 4933 4933 4933 crd503n2 5130 3 5130 5130 5131 5130 5130 5130 crd504n2 5130 5130 5131 5130 5130 5130 crd505n2 5130 5130 5131 5130 5130 5130 crd503n3 4897 3 4898 4898 4898 4898 4898 4898 crd504n3 4898 4898 4898 4898 4898 4898 crd505n3 4898 4898 4899 4898 4898 4898 crd503n4 4548 3 4549 4549 4549 4549 4549 4549 crd504n4 4549 4549 4549 4549 4549 4549 crd505n4 4549 4549 4549 4549 4549 4549 crd503n5 4733 4733 4733 4733 4733 4733 4732 3 crd504n5 4733 4733 4733 4733 4733 4733 crd505n5 4733 4733 4733 4733 4733 4733 Table 6.2 Average and best results on CRD problem instances. Label crd303n1 means first CRD graph 30-vertex with degree constraint, d=3 and so on.
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6.4 Performance comparisons on structured hard graph (SHRD) data set Table 6.3 shows results for the SHRD data set. The number of vertices are in the range 15, 20, 25, and 30. The maximum degree was set to 3, 4 and 5. The results for F-EA, PSS, SA, B&B, W-EA, S-EA, AB and p-ACO are taken from (Raidl, 2000; Bau et al., 2005; Bui & Zrncic, 2006) and printed for comparison purposes only. Besides average gains, the gains of the best runs are reported in Table 6.3. The enhanced kruskal-ACO, incorporating the tournament selection of size 2, global update strategy and candidate lists of size 30 is referred to as k-ts-gu-cl-ACO but the kruskal-ACO and prim-ACO approach are referred to as k-ACO and p-ACO. It can be concluded that k-ts-gu-cl-ACO has higher total average results compared to k-ACO. In turn, k-ACO has higher total average results compared to p-ACO. Overall the k-ts-gu-cl-ACO attained the highest total average results compared to all other approaches such as F-EA, PSS, SA, B&B, W-EA, S-EA and AB. The k-ts-gu-cl-ACO gave the highest average gains for three problem instances, namely SHRD153 d=3, SHRD253 d=3 and SHRD305 d=5 instances, where the improvement is better than all other non-ACO approaches. These results are in bold print and it can be found in Table 6.3. For other problem instances, the k-ts-gu-cl-ACO performed better than at least one of the other compared approaches. The better results produced by k-ts-gu-cl-ACO demonstrates the effectiveness of the enhancement strategies.
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Enhancement Strategies for kruskal-ACO



Problem



F-EA avg.



PSS avg.



SA avg.



B&B avg.



W-EA avg.



S-EA avg.



AB avg.



p-ACO p-ACO k-ACO k-ACO k-ts-gu- k-ts-guavg. best avg. best cl-ACO cl-ACO avg. best



SHRD153



13.66



16.62



14.93



18.03



14.20



18.03



20.11



16.28



19.84



16.57



16.60



20.26



21.19



SHRD154



10.83



12.99



11.61



14.76



11.42



15.35



14.96



9.30



12.01



11.13



12.01



12.29



15.35



SHRD155



4.00



9.60



9.07



9.60



3.53



9.60



9.60



1.33



1.33



7.58



9.60



8.95



9.60



SHRD203



11.32



10.91



10.43



10.91



12.29



12.43



11.07



11.45



11.87



11.84



12.12



11.72



12.12



SHRD204



6.82



7.05



5.57



7.05



8.50



8.78



9.48



9.20



9.26



9.23



9.48



9.22



9.48



SHRD205



6.28



7.30



7.74



7.30



7.96



8.44



7.74



7.99



8.47



8.10



8.32



8.17



8.47



SHRD253



13.07



15.40



14.73



15.40



16.51



16.75



19.08



19.69



20.40



18.76



20.31



19.81



20.40



SHRD254



4.84



6.79



5.56



6.79



6.83



7.69



5.99



6.41



6.72



6.15



6.72



6.41



6.72



SHRD255



5.37



6.74



5.19



8.29



9.01



9.01



7.92



9.00



9.02



8.97



9.02



8.91



9.02



SHRD303



6.51



11.27



9.53



11.27



12.50



12.17



11.55



11.49



12.26



11.37



11.92



12.30



12.46



SHRD304



7.30



10.58



8.45



10.58



11.76



10.80



11.43



11.41



11.71



11.38



11.75



11.61



11.80



SHRD305



2.18



4.74



2.50



4.74



5.77



4.79



5.77



6.33



6.52



6.31



6.58



6.37



6.58



Total Average:



7.68



10.00



8.78



10.39



10.02



11.15



11.22



9.99



10.78



10.62



11.20



11.34



11.93



Table 6.3 Average results (quality gains over d-Prim in %) on SHRD problem instances. Label SHRD153 means structured hard graph 15-vertex with degree constraint, d=3 and so on.
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6.5 Performance comparisons on misleading graph (M-graph) data set Table 6.4 shows the results for M-graph problem instances from (Knowles and Corne, 2000). The numbers of vertices are 50 and 100. The maximum degree was set to 5. The results for K-EA, W-EA, S-EA and p-ACO are taken from (Raidl, 2000; Bau et al., 2005) and printed for comparison purposes only. Besides average gains, the gains of the best runs are reported in Table 6.4. From the experiments, it can be concluded that the k-ts-gu-cl-ACO has higher total average results compared to p-ACO and k-ACO. Among the ACO approaches, kts-gu-cl-ACO used here gave the best average results for graph of 50 vertices. On average, k-ts-gu-cl-ACO performed better than W-EA and K-EA for graph of 50 vertices. However, when the graph size is increased to 100 vertices, k-ACO without any enhancement performed very badly. One of the probable reasons is the increase of the number of edges in the graph (quadratic growth rate). Notice the drastic improvement, when we incorporated the three enhancement strategies for k-ACO. The three problem instances with 100 vertices namely, m100n1 average result increased from -1.23 to 24.66, m100n2 average result increased from 5.41 to 27.92 and m100n3 average result increased from -0.28 to 20.54.



Problem m50n1 m50n2 m50n3 m100n1 m100n2 m100n3 Total Average:



K-EA avg. 27.59 33.22 26.98 28.89 31.25 26.51



W-EA avg. 42.76 48.63 29.25 39.67 47.22 46.04



S-EA avg. 43.59 50.59 33.33 42.21 49.50 49.02



p-ACO avg. 39.87 45.44 25.50 27.65 27.28 22.76



p-ACO best 43.33 45.51 32.31 32.64 33.25 28.32



k-ACO avg. 41.98 46.08 28.23 -1.23 5.41 -0.28



k-ACO best 43.31 50.10 32.73 4.76 9.69 5.69



k-ts-gu-clACO avg. 42.85 46.70 31.13 24.66 27.92 20.54



k-ts-gu-clACO best 43.36 50.53 33.43 28.56 33.08 24.08



29.07 42.26 44.71 31.42 35.89 20.03 24.38 32.30 35.51 Table 6.4 Average results (quality gains over d-Prim in %) on M-graph problem instances. Label m50n1



means first misleading graph 50-vertex with degree constraint, d=5 and so on.
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6.6 Summary The design and implementation of enhanced kruskal-ACO, an ACO algorithm for the degree-constrained minimum spanning tree problem have been presented. Performance studies have revealed that kruskal-ACO is competitive with a number of other metaheuristic approaches. The incorporation of enhancement strategies such as tournament selection, utilisation of candidate lists and the deployment of a global pheromone update strategy have improved the performance of kruskal-ACO to obtain the best performance for three instances on the SHRD data sets. Despite not being able to produce the best results for the M-graph data set, the use of enhancement strategies enabled kruskal-ACO to achieve results very close to S-EA, and better than the other approaches for most of the problem instances under the SHRD class. In the next chapter, a new ACO approach for the d-MST problem using Prüfer and Blob codes tree codings will be proposed. Under the same ACO approach by making the use of these tree codings will also be proposed to solve a variant of the d-MST problem with both lower and upper bound constraints on each vertex.
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CHAPTER 7: A NEW ACO APPROACH FOR THE d-MST PROBLEM USING PRÜFER AND BLOB CODES TREE CODING



7.1 Introduction This chapter describes a novel ACO approach for the d-MST problem. Instead of constructing the d-MST directly on the conventional construction graph, ants construct the encoded d-MST. Two well-known tree codings are used: the Prüfer code, and the more recent Blob code (Picciotto, 1999). Both of these tree codings are bijective because they represent each spanning tree of the complete graph on |V| labelled vertices as a code of |V|-2 vertex labels, such that each spanning tree corresponds to a unique code, and each code corresponds to a unique spanning tree. Under the proposed approach, ants will select graph vertices and place them into the Prüfer code or Blob code being constructed. The use of tree codings such as Prüfer code or Blob code makes it easier for the proposed ACO to solve another variant of the d-MST problem with both lower and upper bound constraints on each vertex (lu-dMST). A general lu-dMST problem formulation is given. This general lu-dMST problem formulation could be used to denote d-MST problem formulation also. Subsequently, Prüfer code and Blob code tree encoding and decoding are presented and then followed by the design of two ACO approaches using these tree codings to solve d-MST and lu-dMST problems. Next, results from these ACO approaches are compared on structured hard (SHRD) graph data set for both d-MST and lu-dMST problems, and important findings are reported. The work and results in this chapter have been reported in (Bau et al., 2007b).
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7.2 The lu-dMST problem formulation In this chapter, a special case of degree-constrained minimum spanning tree where the lower and upper bound of the number of edges is imposed on each vertex is considered. This similar to the problem being solved by Chou et al. (2001), and is named lu-dMST in this chapter. Chou et al. (2001) named problem as DCMST. The d-MST problem is different since it has only the upper bound constraint. Chou et al. (2001) also proposed the following notation to be used for the lower and upper degree-constrained minimum spanning tree (lu-dMST) problem formulation: G = (V, E) connected weighted undirected graph. i, j = index of labelled vertices i, j = 0, 1, 2, …, |V – 1|. V = {v0, v1, ..., v|V|-1} is a finite set of vertices in the G. E = {eij | i ∈ V, j ∈ V, i ≠ j} is a finite set of edges in the G. T = set of all spanning trees corresponding to the G.



x = a subgraph of G. Cij = nonnegative real number edge cost that connect vertex i and vertex j. Ld(i) is lower bound degree constraint on vertex i. Lower bound can vary from vertex to vertex. Ud(i) is upper bound degree constraint on vertex i. Upper bound can vary from vertex to vertex.



(7.1) min



z ( x) =



CijXij. i , j∈V i< j



subject to:



Xij ≥ Ld (i ), i ∈ V .



(7.2)



j∈V i≠ j
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Xij ≤ Ud (i ), i ∈ V .



(7.3)



Xij ≤ N − 1, N ⊂ V .



(7.4)



Xij = V − 1.



(7.5)



1, if edge eij is part of the subgraph x | i, j ∈ V , x ∈ T ;



(7.6)



j∈V i≠ j



i , j∈N i< j



i , j∈V i< j



Xij =



0, otherwise.



The objective function (7.1) seeks to minimize the total connecting cost between vertices. The total cost could be distance cost, material cost, or customers’ requirement cost. The subconstraint (i < j) shows that graph is symmetric because vertex i must be less than vertex j where i, j ∈ V. Constraints (7.2) and (7.3) specify the lower and upper bounds degree constraints on the number of edges connecting to a vertex. The lower and upper bounds can vary from vertex to vertex. In the d-MST problem, if there is only a degree constraint on each vertex is at most given constant value d then it is known by the fact that the lower bound is equal to 1 and the upper bound is equal to d on each vertex. Therefore this lu-dMST problem formulation is a generalization of the d-MST formulation. At the same time, the lu-dMST problem is also NP-hard because the ludMST problem is a general problem formulation that can be used to represent d-MST problem. Constraint (7.4) is an anticycle constraint and constraint (7.5) indicates that the number of edges in a spanning tree is always equal to the number of vertices minus one. At the same time, the designed networks should not have self-loop, cycles and missing vertices. Equation (7.6) expresses the binary decision variable Xij equals to one if the edge between vertices i to j is part of the subgraph x, and x is a spanning tree in T; zero, otherwise. A subgraph x of G is said to be a spanning tree in T if x: (a) contains all the vertices of G and the vertices can be in non-order form;
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(b) is connected and graph contains no cycles. Note that in a complete graph having |V| vertices, the number of edges, |E|, is |V|(|V|-1)/2, and the number of spanning trees is |V||V|-2.



7.3 Prüfer code and Blob code tree codings The Prüfer code of spanning trees is based on Prüfer’s constructive proof of Cayley’s Formula. Cayley showed that the number of distinct spanning trees in a complete undirected graph on |V| vertices is |V||V|-2 (Cayley, 1889; Gross & Yellen, 2006). Prüfer described a one-to-one mapping between these trees and strings of length |V|-2 over an integer of |V| vertex labels (Prüfer, 1918; Gross & Yellen, 2006). Thus, a Prüfer code of length |V|-2 whose vertices are the labels {0, 1, …, |V|-1} from a spanning tree of the complete graph on |V| vertices for |V|



2 is any sequence of integers between 0 and |V|-



1, with repetitions allowed. The following Listing 7.1 shows Prüfer tree encoding algorithm that constructs a Prüfer code from a given standard labelled tree. It defines a encoding function fe : T|V|



C|V|-2 from the set T|V| of trees on |V| labelled vertices to the



set C|V|-2 of Prüfer code of length |V|-2. For example, a Prüfer code (3, 3, 6, 4, 0) corresponds to a spanning tree on seven vertices graph in Fig. 7.1. The first position value for Prüfer code is 3 because the Prüfer encoding algorithm finds the neighbour of vertex v of degree 1 with the smallest label in the spanning tree T is 3 whereby v = 1. Then the vertex labelled v = 1 is removed from the spanning tree T. This process is repeated to find the second position value for Prüfer code until only two vertices are remained in the spanning tree T. Two vertices remained in the spanning tree T as in the example mentioned below are vertices labelled 0 and 6. Notice also for example in Fig. 7.1 that the degree of each vertex in the spanning tree can be easily checked because it is one more than the number of times its label appears in the Prüfer code.
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1 labelledTreeToPruferCode(T = (V, E), Cij) 2 code ( ) 3 Initialise T to be the given tree. 4 for i = 1 to |V|-2 do Let v be the vertex of degree 1 with the smallest label in T. 5 6 Let code[i-1] be the label of the only neighbour of v. 7 T T – {v} 8 return code Listing 7.1 The pseudocode of Prüfer encoding from the labelled tree to its Prüfer code.



Fig. 7.1 A Prüfer code and the spanning tree on seven vertices that it represents and vice versa via Prüfer encoding and decoding algorithms.



Listing 7.2 shows the Prüfer decoding algorithm that maps a given Prüfer code to a standard labelled tree. The Prüfer decoding algorithm defines a function fd : C|V|-2 T|V| from the set of Prüfer code of length |V|-2 to the set of labelled trees on the |V| vertices. For example, the Prüfer decoding algorithm identifies the tree’s edges in this order: (1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 6), (5, 4), (4, 0), and (0, 6) in Fig. 7.1. The Prüfer code’s integers appear as the second vertices in the tree’s first five edges. The last edge (0, 6) is joined by remaining two integers in list L (line 12 of Listing 7.2) to produce the spanning tree with its vertex-labelling. Notice that the tree obtained in Fig. 7.1 by Prüfer decoding of the sequence (3, 3, 6, 4, 0) is the same as the tree that used by Prüfer-encoded sequence of (3, 3, 6, 4, 0) at the beginning. This inverse relationship between the encoding and decoding functions asserts that the decoding function fd : C|V|-2 the encoding function fe : T|V|



T|V| is the inverse of



C|V|-2.
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1 pruferCodeToLabelledTree(code) 2 Initialise code as the Prufer input sequence of length |V|-2. 3 Initialise forest F as |V| isolated vertices, labelled from 0 to |V|-1. 4 L {0, 1, …, |V|-1} ET 5 {} 6 for i = 1 to |V|-2 do 7 Let k be the smallest integer in list L that is not in the code. 8 Let j be the first integer in the code. 9 ET ET ∪ {(k, j)} 10 L L – {k} 11 Remove the first occurrence of j from the code. 12 Add an edge joining the vertices labelled with the two remaining integers in list L. 13 return ET Listing 7.2 The pseudocode of Prüfer decoding from the Prüfer code to its labelled tree.



There are many other mappings from integers of |V|-2 vertex labels to spanning trees. Picciotto (1999) has described three tree codings, different from Prüfer code. One of the tree codings is called the Blob code. In Picciotto’s presentation, Prüfer codes decoded as Blob codes represent directed spanning trees rooted at vertex 0. In such a tree, there is a directed path from every vertex to vertex 0, and only vertex 0 has no outedge. Ignoring the edges’s direction yields an undirected spanning tree. Listing 7.3 shows the Blob encoding algorithm for finding Blob code for a spanning tree. A blob is an aggregation of one or more vertices. This algorithm is progressively identifying vertices, starting at |V|-1 and ending with a blob-vertex consisting of all the vertices from 1 to |V|-1. As the blob grows, so does the code; meanwhile, the number of directed edges shrinks. At first, an undirected spanning tree is temporarily regarded as a directed spanning tree rooted at vertex labelled 0 to determine the successor succ(v) of every vertex v ∈ [1, |V|-1] where succ(v) is the first vertex on the unique path from vertex v to vertex 0 in a spanning tree. The Blob encoding algorithm uses this directed spanning tree rooted at vertex labelled 0 as a set of directed edges whose vertices are the labels {0, 1, ..., |V|-1} as its input. The algorithm uses two functions: succ(v) returns the first vertex on the unique path from vertex v to vertex 0 in a spanning tree, and (path(v) ∩ blob) returns TRUE if the directed path (an ordered list of vertices) using those directed edges from vertex v toward vertex 0 intersects the blob, FALSE otherwise.
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labelledTreeToBlobCode(T = (V, E), Cij) blob {|V|-1} blobCode ( ) //an array of length |V|-2 for i = 1 to |V|-2 do if path(|V|-1–i) ∩ blob Ø then blobCode[|V|-2-i] succ(|V|-1-i) ET ET – {(|V|-1-i succ(|V|-1-i))} blob blob ∪ {|V|-1-i} else blobCode[|V|-2-i] succ(blob) ET ET – {(blob succ(blob))} ET ET ∪ {(blob succ(|V|-1-i))} ET ET – {(|V|-1-i succ(|V|-1-i))} blob blob ∪ {|V|-1-i} return blobCode Listing 7.3 The pseudocode of Blob encoding from the labelled tree to its Blob code.



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15



An example of a Blob code corresponds to a directed spanning tree on seven vertices graph is given in Fig. 7.2. The successor succ(v) information for this directed spanning tree is shown in Table 7.1. Once this table has been constructed, the Blob code corresponding to this directed spanning tree on seven vertices graph is equal to (3, 3, 6, 4, 0). Initially on line 2 of Listing 7.3, a blob containing a single vertex 6 is created, the vertex 6 is the largest label and blobCode = ( ). The blobCode is an array of length |V|-2. The Blob encoding algorithm’s first iteration (path(|V|-1-i) ∩ blob) = (path(5) ∩ blob) is FALSE on line 5 of Listing 7.3. So the else block is followed whereby blobCode[4] = 0; delete (blob



0) edge; add an edge from blob



succ(5) which is 4; delete the edge (5



4) and put 5 into the blob. The second iteration (path(4) ∩ blob) is also FALSE. So the else block is followed whereby blobCode[3] = 4; delete (blob edge from blob



succ(4) which is 0; delete the edge (4



4) edge; add an



0) and put 4 into the blob.



The third iteration (path(3) ∩ blob) is TRUE. The then block is followed in the algorithm whereby blobCode[2] = 6 which is succ(3); delete the edge (3



6) and put 3



in the blob. This process continues through two more iterations which blobCode[1] = 3 and blobCode[0] = 3 are obtained, and hence the Blob code of length |V|-2 is equal to blobCode = (3, 3, 6, 4, 0) is determined. It happened that this Blob code is the same with Prüfer code in Fig. 7.1 using the same spanning tree as an example.
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Nevertheless Blob code is already proven to be a different coding system from the Prüfer code by Picciotto (1999) in his PhD thesis even tough Blob code contains the same number of times of its vertex label as it appears in the Prüfer code for the same spanning tree representation. The reason for this is the sequences of both Blob code and Prüfer code can have distinct vertex label for each of their sequence position to represent the same spanning tree. An example suffices to prove that Blob code = (2, 4, 4, 6, 2, 4) is different from the Prüfer code = (6, 2, 4, 2, 4, 4) even though these codes are used to represent the same spanning tree.



Fig. 7.2 A Blob code and a rooted directed spanning tree on seven vertices that it represents and vice versa via Blob encoding and decoding algorithms.



v



succ(v)



1



3



2



3



3



6



4



0



5



4



6



0



Table 7.1 The successor succ(v) information of every vertex v ∈ [1, |V|-1].



To identify the directed spanning tree that a Blob code represents, the Blob decoding algorithm begins with a single directed edge from a blob to vertex 0. This blob
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contains all the other vertices except vertex labelled 0, and as the algorithm proceeds, it always contains vertices numbered i, i+1, …, |V|-2 as i moves from 1 to |V|-2. The algorithm scans the code and adjusts the developing spanning tree depending on whether or not the directed path from each vertex in Blob code toward vertex 0 intersects the blob, which shrinks by one vertex on each iteration. The following Listing 7.4 summarizes the Blob decoding algorithm, which also uses the same two functions as Blob encoding algorithm: succ(v) and (path(v) ∩ blob). The edges directions are ignored to obtain the undirected spanning tree that the Blob code represents. blobCodeToLabelledTree(blobCode) blob {1, 2, …, |V|-1} {(blob 0)} ET for i = 1 to |V|-2 do blob blob – {i} if path(blobCode[i–1]) ∩ blob Ø then ET ET ∪ {(i blobCode[i–1])} else ET ET ∪ {(i succ(blob))} ET ET – {(blob succ(blob))} ET ET ∪ {(blob blobCode[i–1])} blob {|V|-1} in any edges where the blob appears. // now blob is a vertex labelled |V|-1 return ET Listing 7.4 The pseudocode of Blob decoding from the Blob code to its labelled tree.



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13



Figure 7.2 shows the Blob code (3, 3, 6, 4, 0) and the spanning tree to which it decodes via the Blob decoding algorithm. The algorithm identifies the tree’s (directed) edges in this order: (1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 6), (4, 0), (5, 4), and (6, 0). Initially on line 2 of Listing 7.4, the blob contains vertices 1 through 6 and the tree consists of the single edge (blob



0). The algorithm’s first iteration removes vertex 1 from the blob. The



blobCode[0] = 3 and the blob contains vertex 3, so that (path(3) ∩ blob) is TRUE and the edge (1



3) is added to the tree. The second iteration removes vertex 2 from the



blob. The blobCode[1] = 3, (path(3) ∩ blob) is also TRUE, and the edge (2



3) is



added to the tree. The third iteration removes vertex 3 from the blob. The blobCode[2] = 6, (path(6) ∩ blob) is TRUE, and the edge (3



6) is added to the tree. The fourth



iteration removes vertex 4 from the blob. The blobCode[3] = 4, (path(4) ∩ blob) is FALSE. So the else block is followed whereby succ(blob) which is 0; an edge (4



0) is
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added to the tree; delete the edge (blob



0) and add an edge (blob



4). This process



continues through one more iteration, each of which increases the number of the tree’s edges by one. Then, the blob itself is replaced by vertex 6 as on line 12 of Listing 7.4. The Blob code’s integers appear as the destination vertices of the first five edges. An efficient implementation of the algorithm represents the directed edges in an array that is indexed by the vertex labels. If (i



j) is an edge, then the array entry indexed i holds j.



As in Prüfer codes, the degree of each vertex in the spanning tree is one more than the number of times its label appears in the Blob code decoded by the Blob decoding algorithm. This is the same directed spanning tree that was encoded by the Blob encoding algorithm as shown as example above. So, the Blob decoding algorithm has indeed reversed the Blob encoding algorithm.



7.4 An ACO algorithm using Prüfer code and Blob code tree codings for d-MST problem In the design of an ACO algorithm, it has been customary to have the ants work directly on the construction graph. For pheromones associated with the graph edges, a common difficulty is the number of pheromone updates is in the order of O(|V|2), V being the set of vertices of the construction graph. A new ACO algorithm for the d-MST problem is proposed that can address this challenge in a novel way. Instead of constructing the dMST directly on the construction graph, ants construct the encoded d-MST as solution components. Two well-known tree codings either by using the Prüfer code or the more recent Blob code is used. Under the proposed approach, ants will select graph vertices and place them into the Prüfer code or Blob code being constructed. The advantages of using tree codings as ACO solution components are it reduces the complexity of the number of pheromone update operations to O(|V|-2) attributed to the length of the Prüfer or Blob codes, capable of representing all possible spanning trees from these tree codings, capable of representing only graph spanning trees, and the degree of each vertex in the decoded spanning tree is easily determined whether it’s satisfied the degree
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constraint, d or not. The degree of each vertex in the spanning tree is one more than the number of times its label appears in the Prüfer or Blob codes. The pseudocode of the proposed ACO approach for d-MST problem is given in Listing 7.5. Both of the Prüfer coding and the Blob coding can be applied using this pseudocode. This ACO approach uses local search procedure. The pseudocode of the local search procedure using exchange mutation is given in Listing 7.6. Two separate experiments are conducted for the ACO approach in Listing 7.5 for the tree encoding and decoding algorithms. For the first experiment, the tree encoding and decoding algorithms are encoded and decoded using the Prüfer encoding and decoding algorithms. After that, the second experiment, the tree encoding and decoding algorithms are encoded and decoded using the Blob encoding and decoding algorithms. Lines from 2 to 4 of Listing 7.5 set several parameters for the ACO approach. The parameters are: •



τ0 is the initial pheromone,



•



maximum edge weight cost for SHRD graph is set to 20*|V|,



•



pheromone trails τvr be the desirability of assigning vertex v to a tree code of array index r is initially set to a small value as τ0 = |V|2*20*|V|, where v ∈ [0, |V|-1] and r ∈ [0, |V|-3]. Note that, [0, |V|-1] is the vertex labels in the spanning tree from 0 to |V|1 and [0, |V|-3] is the array indices of the tree code (in array structure) of length |V|-2 from 0 to |V|-3,



•



mAnts is the number of ants,



•



antDeg[k][v] is the array of ant k degree for each vertex v in the spanning tree where k ∈ [1, mAnts] and v ∈ [0, |V|-1],



•



ant[k].avlVtx is the list of ant k available vertices to be selected from the spanning tree vertices where k ∈ [1, mAnts],



•



antTreeCode[k][r] is the array of ant k tree code of length |V|-2 where k ∈ [1, mAnts] and r ∈ [0, |V|-3],



•



d-PrimCode[r] is the tree code of d-Prim d-ST of length |V|-2 where r ∈ [0, |V|-3]. The d-PrimCode is encoded from its d-Prim d-ST by using tree encoding algorithms,
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•



d-STgbCode[r] is the tree code of global-best degree-constrained spanning tree of length |V|-2 where r ∈ [0, |V|-3]. Initially d-STgbCode



•



d-PrimCode,



ant_d-STCost[k] is the total weight cost of d-STk of antTreeCode[k] where k ∈ [1, mAnts]. The antTreeCode[k] cost is computed from its d-ST by using tree decoding algorithm,



•



d-PrimCost is the total weight cost of d-Prim d-ST. The d-Prim d-ST is determined by using d-Prim algorithm,



•



Lgb is the total weight cost of d-STgb. Initially Lgb



•



a positive integer which governs the influences of pheromone trails α,



•



evaporation rate ρ,



•



a positive integer Q, and



•



termination_cond is the termination condition where it can be either a predefined



d-PrimCost,



number of iterations has been reached or a satisfactory solution has been found. The ACO algorithm starts by initialising d-STgbCode of length |V|-2 to be equal to the d-PrimCode as on line 3 of Listing 7.5. d-Prim d-ST is encoded by using tree encoding algorithm to obtain its d-PrimCode. Then, the ants start to construct their tree code solutions. Initially, antDeg[k][v] is set to 1 where k ∈ [1, mAnts] and v ∈ [0, |V|-1] as on line 8 of Listing 7.5. The reason for this is the degree of each vertex in the spanning tree is one more than the number of times label of vertices appears in the Prüfer or Blob codes and initially for each ant their antTreeCode[k] is emptied. Next, for each ant their ant[k].avlVtx is initially set to {0, 1, …, |V|-1} where the spanning tree vertex labels start from 0 to |V|-1 (line 9 of Listing 7.5). Line 12 of Listing 7.5 the ants start to construct their first (index 0) tree code solutions by selecting a vertex v from ant[k].avlVtx randomly. A particular vertex v will be removed from ant[k].avlVtx so that the vertex v won’t be available anymore if (antDeg[k][v] = Ud(v)). The reason for this is to ensure that degree constraint is not violated. For the remaining tree code position value that is starting from its second position (index 1) to its last position (index |V|-3) as lines from 16 to 32 of Listing 7.5, every ant will select a vertex v among the available
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vertices from ant[k].avlVtx probabilistically by applying the roulette wheel selection (Goldberg, 1989; Michaelwicz, 1996) method. According to the probability on line 25 of Listing 7.5, only the pheromone trail τvr indicates the desirability of assigning vertex v to a tree code at array index r is being used. Notice also that this probability formula does not use any visibility measure because the pheromone trail τvr does not means that an edge cost connecting from vertex v (the ant k tree code array value) to vertex r (the ant k tree code array index) always exists. After every ant k has completed their antTreeCode[k] of length |V|-2, then the ant_d-STCost[k] is determined from their antTreeCode[k] where antTreeCode[k] is decoded by using the tree decoding algorithm to obtain the ant k d-STk. If the ant_dSTCost[k] is less costly than the current Lgb as on line 36 of Listing 7.5, then the current d-STgbCode will be replaced to be equal to antTreeCode[k]. Next, the local search procedure by using exchange mutation is applied as on line 39 of Listing 7.5. The new mutated tree code will always produce a new feasible d-ST. The detail of exchange mutation is given in Listing 7.6. The exchange mutation used here takes the current dSTgbCode and the current Lgb as its inputs. Then, two different positions from



d-



STgbCode are being selected randomly so that both of the position values can be exchanged. As on line 10 of Listing 7.6, the number of times for the exchange mutation procedure that takes the mutated code as its input to be repeated is equal to |V|/2 if |V| is an even number, else (|V|+1)/2. Notice that, lines from 14 to 30 of Listing 7.6, the exchange mutation will be stopped even if the number of repetition has not been completed; if the current new mutated d-ST code is less costly than the current d-STgb code. Then, the current d-STgb code will be replaced by the better mutated d-ST code. If the mutated d-ST code is not better than the current d-STgb code, the current d-STgb code will be remained without any changes made to its spanning tree code as implied on line 31 of Listing 7.6.
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procedure ACO for d-MST 1 Set parameters. 2 d-STgbCode d-PrimCode //d-Prim d-ST is encoded by using tree encoding algorithm 3 4 Lgb d-PrimCost 5 while termination_cond = false do 6 for k = 1 to mAnts do 7 for v = 0 to |V|-1 do 8 antDeg[k][v] = 1 //each ant k spanning tree vertices initial degree is set to 1 9 ant[k].avlVtx {0, 1, …, |V|-1} 10 for k = 1 to mAnts do 11 v select from ant[k].avlVtx randomly 12 antTreeCode[k][0] = v 13 antDeg[k][v] = antDeg[k][v] + 1 14 if antDeg[k][v] = Ud(v) then 15 ant[k].avlVtx ant[k].avlVtx – {v} 16 r 0 while (r < |V|-2) do 17 18 r r+1 19 for k = 1 to mAnts do The ant k tree code of array index r of iteration t will select a vertex v among the list 20 of available vertices from ant[k].avlVtx, according to probability: 21 22 23 [τ vr (t )]α 24 , if ∀l ∈ ant[k ].avlVtx; [τ lr (t )]α 25 pvk (tr ) = l∈ant [ k ]. avlVtx 26 27 0 , if ∀l ∉ ant[k ].avlVtx. 28 antTreeCode[k][r] = v 29 antDeg[k][v] = antDeg[k][v] + 1 30 if antDeg[k][v] = Ud(v) then 31 ant[k].avlVtx ant[k].avlVtx – {v} 32 for k = 1 to mAnts do 33 ant_d-STCost[k] compute the d-STk cost from antTreeCode[k] by using 34 tree decoding algorithm 35 if ant_d-STCost[k] < Lgb then 36 gb L ant_d-STCost[k] 37 d-STgbCode antTreeCode[k] 38 d-STgbCode Local search by using exchange mutation(d-STgbCode, Lgb) //see Listing 7.6 39 The pheromone trails are updated: 40 mAnts 41 τ vr (t + 1) = (1 - ρ ) τ vr (t ) + Σ ∆τ vrk , 42 k =1 43 where 44 Q/Lgb ; 45 k ∆ τ = as global update only. vr 46 0, otherwise. 47 where Lgb is the total weight cost of decoded d-STgbCode by using tree decoding algorithms to 48 obtain its d-STgb cost. 49 end while 50 end procedure 51 Listing 7.5 The pseudocode of the proposed ACO approach for d-MST problem. Both tree codings can be applied using this pseudocode.
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1 procedure Local search by using exchange mutation(d-STgbCode, Lgb) 2 mutatedCode d-STgbCode //tree code of length |V|-2 3 indexFirst random[0, |V|-3] 4 do { indexSecond random[0, |V|-3] 5 6 } while (indexFirst = indexSecond) 7 tempInteger mutatedCode[indexSecond] 8 mutatedCode[indexSecond] mutatedCode[indexFirst] 9 mutatedCode[indexFirst] tempInteger 10 if (|V|%2 = 0) then //if |V| is an even integer 11 numberOfTimes |V|/2 12 else 13 numberOfTimes (|V|+1)/2 14 count 0 15 do { 16 count count + 1 17 mutatedCodeCost compute the mutated tree code length from its mutatedCode by using 18 tree decoding algorithm 19 if (mutatedCodeCost < Lgb) then Lgb = mutatedCodeCost 20 21 return mutatedCode 22 else 23 indexFirst random[0, |V|-3] do { 24 25 indexSecond random[0, |V|-3] 26 } while (indexFirst = indexSecond) 27 tempInteger mutatedCode[indexSecond] 28 mutatedCode[indexSecond] mutatedCode[indexFirst] 29 mutatedCode[indexFirst] tempInteger 30 } while (count < numberOfTimes) 31 return d-STgbCode Listing 7.6 The pseudocode of the local search procedure by using exchange mutation.



Back to the last step in an iteration of ACO on line 40 of Listing 7.5 is the pheromone update. Only global pheromone update procedure is applied. The global update pheromone procedure decreases the value of the pheromone trails on τvr by a constant factor ρ and at the same time also deposit pheromone of an amount Q/Lgb. The v and r of τvr is corresponding to be the desirability of assigning vertex v in d-STgb code of length |V|-2 at array index r where v ∈ [0, |V|-1] and r ∈ [0, |V|-3]. Q is a positive integer and Lgb is the total weight cost of decoded d-STgb tree code of the current iteration by using tree decoding algorithm to obtain its d-STgb cost.
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7.5 An ACO algorithm using Prüfer code and Blob code tree codings for lu-dMST problem Four modifications have been made to the algorithm mentioned in section 7.4 to solve another variant of the d-MST problem with both lower and upper bound constraints on each vertex. The pseudocode of the proposed ACO approach for lu-dMST problem is given in Listing 7.7. The Prüfer coding and Blob coding can be applied using this pseudocode. Again, two separate experiments are conducted. The first experiment is using the Prüfer coding and the second experiment is using the Blob coding. The use of tree codings such as Prüfer and Blob codes have made it easier to solve lu-dMST problem because the degree of the spanning tree is equal to one more of the number of times label of vertices appears in the Prüfer or Blob codes. It is also easy to determine if both the lower and upper bound constraints on each vertex are satisfied. The first modification is to add new parameter ant[k].lwrBndList for each ant. The ant[k].lwrBndList parameter is the ant k lower bound list where k ∈ [1, mAnts]. The intention is that each ant will populate the vertices from ant[k].lwrBndList into antTreeCode[k] before selecting vertices from ant[k].avlVtx. This ant[k].lwrBndList parameter is needed for the ants to meet their lower bound degree constraint requirement. Each ant initialises their ant[k].lwrBndList as ant[k].lwrBndList ant[k].lwrBndList ∪ {v} if Ld(v) > 1 for each v in V. Because the Ud(v) can be vary from vertex to vertex and be equal to one, the ant k also need to initialises their ant[k].avlVtx as ant[k].avlVtx



ant[k].avlVtx ∪ {v} if Ud(v) ≠ 1 for each v in V.



The second modification (line 4 of Listing 7.7) is that the d-PrimCode is used to initialise the pheromone trails instead of being used as the starting solution for d-STgb code as in Listing 7.5. The reason for this is most of the time, the d-Prim algorithm generates spanning tree that does not satisfy the lower bound degree constraint requirement for lu-dMST problem. The degree constraint for d-Prim is set to the
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maximum value of Ud(i) where i ∈ V. The d-Prim d-ST is encoded to d-PrimCode by using tree encoding algorithm. The third modification (lines 25 to 45 of Listing 7.7) is the ants’ tree code solution construction process to obtain their antTreeCode[k]. According to probability on line 35 of Listing 7.7, the ant k will select a vertex v from ant[k].lwrBndList if ant[k].lwrBndList ≠ {} before the ant k can select a vertex v from ant[k].avlVtx for their antTreeCode[k]. The reason for this is to do away with repair function. If the repair option is used extensively it may be computationally expensive to repair infeasible ants’ tree code solutions instead of the computation time could be better used for the ants to explore a better solution. A particular vertex v will be removed from ant[k].lwrBndList if (antDeg[k][v] = Ld(v)) and at the same time the vertex v will also be removed from ant[k].avlVtx if (antDeg[k][v] = Ud(v)). This is to ensure that both the lower and upper bound degree constraints during the ants’ solutions construction process are adhered to. The objective function returns the cost of the lower and upper degree-constrained spanning tree (lu-dST). After every ant has completed their antTreeCode[k] of length |V|-2, then the best antTreeCode[k] will become the lu-dSTgbCode. The cost of the best antTreeCode[k] is determined by using tree decoding algorithms. Then, the same local search procedure by using exchange mutation as for d-MST problem is applied. This local search procedure is already given in Listing 7.6. The final modification is to add an extra pheromone update. The pheromone trails τvr are updated by using the v and r of d-PrimCode as follows:



τvr(t+1) = (1 – ρ)τvr(t) + Q/d-PrimCost.



(7.7)



where the d-Prim degree constraint is set randomly between two and the maximum value of Ud(i) where i ∈ V. The d-Prim d-ST is encoded to d-PrimCode by using tree encoding algorithm. This d-PrimCode can be differed from the d-PrimCode as on line 4 of Listing 7.7. This additional pheromone update idea is to enable the ants to consider others possible vertex v for their tree code solutions.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53



procedure ACO for lu-dMST Set parameters. Set Lgb to the maximum real number. The pheromone trails τvr are initialised by using v and r of d-PrimCode as follows: τvr(t+1) = (1 – ρ)τvr(t) + Q/d-PrimCost where d-Prim degree constraint is set to the maximum value of Ud(i) where i ∈ V. The d-Prim d-ST is encoded to d-PrimCode by using tree encoding algorithm. while termination_cond = false do for k = 1 to mAnts do for v = 0 to |V|-1 do antDeg[k][v] = 1 //each ant k spanning tree vertices initial degree is set to 1 if Ld(v) > 1 then ant[k].lwrBndList ant[k]. lwrBndList ∪ {v} if Ud(v) ≠ 1 then ant[k].avlVtx ant[k].avlVtx ∪ {v} for k = 1 to mAnts do v select from ant[k].avlVtx randomly antTreeCode[k][0] = v antDeg[k][v] = antDeg[k][v] + 1 if antDeg[k][v] = Ld(v) then ant[k].lwrBndList ant[k]. lwrBndList – {v} if antDeg[k][v] = Ud(v) then ant[k].avlVtx ant[k].avlVtx – {v} r 0 while (r < |V|-2) do r r+1 for k = 1 to mAnts do The ant k tree code of array index r of iteration t will select a vertex v from the spanning tree vertices, according to probability:



[τ vr (t )]α , if ∀l ∈ ant[k ].lwrBndList ; [τ lr (t )]α ,if ant[k ].lwrBndList ≠ {};



l∈ant [ k ].lwrBndList



pvk (tr ) =



, if ∀l ∉ ant[k ].lwrBndList.



0



[τ vr (t )]α , if ∀l ∈ ant[k ].avlVtx; [τ lr (t )]α , otherwise.



l∈ant [ k ].avlVtx



0



, if ∀l ∉ ant[k ].avlVtx.



antTreeCode[k][r] = v antDeg[k][v] = antDeg[k][v] + 1 if antDeg[k][v] = Ld(v) then ant[k].lwrBndList ant[k]. lwrBndList – {v} if antDeg[k][v] = Ud(v) then ant[k].avlVtx ant[k].avlVtx – {v} for k = 1 to mAnts do ant_lu-dSTCost[k] compute the lu-dSTk cost from its antTreeCode[k] by using tree decoding algorithm if ant_lu-dSTCost[k] < Lgb then Lgb ant_lu-dSTCost[k] lu-dSTgbCode antTreeCode[k] lu-dSTgbCode Local search by using exchange mutation(lu-dSTgbCode, Lgb) // Listing 7.6 Then, the pheromone trails are updated as global update as follows:
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mAnts 54 τ vr (t + 1) = (1 - ρ ) τ vr (t ) + Σ ∆τ vrk , 55 k =1 56 where 57 58 Q/Lgb ; k ∆τ vr = as global update. 59 0, otherwise. 60 61 where Lgb is the total weight cost of decoded lu-dSTgbCode by using tree decoding algorithms 62 to obtain its lu-dSTgb cost. 63 The pheromone trails τvr are updated by using v and r of d-PrimCode as follows: 64 τvr(t+1) = (1 – ρ)τvr(t) + Q/d-PrimCost 65 where the d-Prim degree constraint is set randomly between two and the maximum of Ud(i) 66 where i ∈ V. The d-Prim d-ST is encoded to d-PrimCode by using tree encoding algorithm. 67 end while 68 end procedure Listing 7.7 The pseudocode of the proposed ACO approach for lu-dMST problem. Both tree codings can



be applied using this pseudocode.



7.6 Performance comparisons of Prüfer ACO and Blob ACO on structured hard (SHRD) graph data set for d-MST problem The parameter



for Prüfer-coded ACO and Blob-coded ACO is tuned from 0.0 to 0.9.



For each , average solution costs over 50 independent runs are recorded. Each run terminates after 274 (50 * | V | ) iterations. The setting that produced the lowest average solution cost will be the Prüfer-coded ACO and Blob-coded ACO parameter value used for SHRD data set. Table 7.2 shows the parameter tuning results for Prüfer-coded ACO and Blob-coded ACO approaches on SHRD data set. The lowest ρ values for Prüfercoded ACO and Blob-coded ACO from Table 7.2 are in bold print. Separate parameter values are used for Prüfer-coded ACO and Blob-coded ACO on the SHRD problem instances. The parameter value of ρ = 0.1 is chosen for Prüfer-coded ACO while value of ρ = 0.9 is chosen for Blob-coded ACO. There is so much difference between Prüfercoded ACO and Blob-coded ACO parameter value of ρ. One of the probable reasons is the Blob code exhibits higher locality under mutation of one symbol compares to Prüfer code. On average only about two edges for a spanning tree is changed after changing one symbol in a Blob code to be decoded by the Blob decoding algorithm (Julstrom,
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2001). Table 7.3 shows the values of the ACO parameters. All results are obtained using a PC with Pentium 4 processor with 512 megabytes of memory, running at 3.0 GHz under Windows XP Professional. Prüfer-coded ACO Blob-coded ACO 1554.74 1532.66 0.1 1533.74 1551.96 0.2 1554.14 1532.22 0.3 1556.68 1532.04 0.4 1553.48 1533.66 0.5 1554.92 1533.66 0.6 1553.94 1535.20 0.7 1553.90 1533.52 0.8 1552.70 1535.26 0.9 1552.00 1530.34 Table 7.2 Parameter ρ tuning for Prüfer-coded ACO and Blob-coded ACO average results, problem shrd305, d = 5, |V| = 30, number of iterations = 50 * | V | = 274, number of runs = 50.



ρ = 0.0



ρ



mAnts Q



α



SHRD maxEdgeCost



τ0



Prüfer-coded ACO 0.1 |V| 1.0 1 20*|V| |V|2*20*|V|



Blob-coded ACO 0.9 |V| 1.0 1 20*|V| |V|2*20*|V|



iterations



50 * | V | 50 * | V | Table 7.3 The ACO parameters and their values for artificial ant k using Prüfer code and Blob code tree codings on SHRD problem instances.



Table 7.4 summarises the results of Prüfer-coded ACO and Blob-coded ACO on SHRD data set. The Prüfer-coded ACO and Blob-coded ACO were run 50 independent times on each problem instance. Each run is terminated after 50 *



| V | iterations. The



number of vertices are in the range 15, 20, 25, and 30. The maximum degree was set to 3, 4 and 5. The results for the enhanced kruskal-ACO are adopted from section 6.4 of Chapter 6. Besides average gains, the gains of the best run and total times (in seconds) that are required for 50 runs are reported in Table 7.4. The total times in seconds for 50 runs is recorded because to compare the time required between ACO without tree coding and ACO using tree coding. The enhanced kruskal-ACO is referred to as Enhanced
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k-ACO but the Prüfer-coded ACO and Blob-coded ACO are referred to as Prüfer ACO and Blob ACO. Between Prüfer ACO and Blob ACO, the highest average gains are underlined. It can be concluded that Enhanced k-ACO has higher total average results compared to Blob ACO. In turn, Blob ACO has higher total average results compared to Prüfer ACO. Overall, the Enhanced k-ACO attains the highest total average compared to the Prufer ACO and the Blob ACO. Between Prüfer ACO and Blob ACO, Blob ACO almost always identifies trees of higher gains except on a SHRD155 d=5 problem instance. When all three ACO approaches are compared, the Enhanced k-ACO always has the highest gains for all the problem instances in SHRD graph data set. The overall effectiveness of the Enhanced k-ACO is probably due to the fact that it uses visibility measure during the ants’ solution construction. However on all problem instances, the Prüfer ACO requires only about 22% and Blob ACO requires only about 29% as much time as does the Enhanced k-ACO.



Problem SHRD153 SHRD154 SHRD155 SHRD203 SHRD204 SHRD205 SHRD253 SHRD254 SHRD255 SHRD303 SHRD304 SHRD305 Total Average:



Prüfer ACO avg.



Prüfer ACO best



16.94 9.94 8.04 8.74 6.45 5.70 16.26 3.36 5.45 9.14 8.20 3.59



18.89 12.01 9.60 10.74 7.79 7.15 18.67 4.82 7.19 10.71 10.04 5.40



8.48



10.25



Prüfer ACO time



15 15 15 38 38 38 87 87 87 145 145 145



Blob ACO avg.



Blob ACO best



Blob ACO time



17.95 12.25 7.87 10.22 7.05 6.46 17.82 4.40 7.39 9.88 9.63 4.68



19.84 14.37 9.60 11.39 8.47 8.03 19.13 5.55 8.29 11.52 11.06 5.96



21 21 21 52 52 52 118 118 118 197 197 197



855



9.63



11.10



1164



Enhanced k-ACO avg.



Enhanced k-ACO best



Enhanced k-ACO time



20.26 12.29 8.95 11.72 9.22 8.17 19.81 6.41 8.91 12.30 11.61 6.37



21.19 15.35 9.60 12.12 9.48 8.47 20.40 6.72 9.02 12.46 11.80 6.58



120 120 120 180 180 180 360 360 360 660 660 660



11.34



11.93



3960



Table 7.4 Average and best results (quality gains over d-Prim in %), and total times (in seconds) on SHRD problem instances. Label SHRD153 means SHRD graph 15-vertex with degree constraint, d=3 and so on.
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7.7 Performance comparisons of Prüfer ACO and Blob ACO on structured hard (SHRD) graph data set for lu-dMST problem Four networks of varying sizes based on SHRD graphs are generated. The number of vertices are 20, 40, 60, and 80, similar to those used in (Chou et al., 2001). The SHRD 20-vertex problem instance set is labelled as SHRD20, the SHRD 40-vertex problem instance set is labelled as SHRD40 and so on. For each vertex, an integer from a range of one to four is randomly generated for the lower bound degree constraint, Ld(i), and one to eight is randomly generated for the upper bound degree constraint, Ud(i) where i ∈ V. This means that the maximum value for the upper bound degree constraint is eight. The minimum value of Ld(i) and Ud(i) is always equal to 1, and Ud(i) is always greater than or equal to Ld(i). In order to ensure that the network forms at least one feasible solution, the sum for each vertex of lower bound degree constraint is set between |V| and 2(|V|-1) as follows: | V |≤



|V |−1



Ld (i ) ≤ 2(| V | −1) .



(7.8)



i=0



And, the sum for each vertex of upper bound degree constraint is set between 2(|V|-1) and |V|(|V|-1) as follows: 2(| V | −1) ≤



|V |−1



Ud (i ) ≤| V | (| V | −1) .



(7.9)



i =0



The reason for this is that a spanning tree always consists of |V|-1 edges, an edge consists of exactly two distinct vertices, and the total number of the degrees of an edge is two. Therefore, the sum over the degrees deg(i) of a spanning tree on each vertex i in V as given in (Gross & Yellen, 2006) can be calculated as follows: |V |−1



deg(i ) = 2(| V | −1) .



(7.10)



i=0



Table 7.5 summarises the results of these Prüfer-coded ACO and Blob-coded ACO approaches on SHRD graph. The Prüfer-coded ACO and Blob-coded ACO approaches were each run 50 independent times on each problem instance. Each run is
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terminated after 50 * | V | iterations. The numbers of vertices are in the range 20, 40, 60, and 80. For each i ∈ V, the 1 ≤ Ld(i) ≤ 4, 1 ≤ Ud(i) ≤ 8, and Ud(i)



Ld(i). Besides average



solution cost, the solution cost of the best run and total times (in seconds) required for 50 independent runs are reported in Table 7.5. The solution cost is used here for performance comparison rather than the quality gain. The Prüfer-coded ACO and Blobcoded ACO approaches are referred to as Prüfer ACO and Blob ACO. The parameter values of Prüfer ACO and Blob ACO for lu-dMST problem are the same as the parameter values of Prüfer ACO and Blob ACO for d-MST problem. It can be concluded that Blob ACO always has the better results compared to Prüfer ACO. The Blob ACO always identifies trees of lower solution cost for all the problem instances in the SHRD graphs. The overall effectiveness of the Blob ACO compared to Prüfer ACO is probably due to the fact that it uses better tree coding scheme. Prüfer code is a poor representation of spanning trees for EA (Gottlieb et al., 2001; Julstrom, 2001). Small changes in Prüfer code often cause large changes in the spanning trees they represent. However on all problem instances, the Prüfer ACO requires lesser time than the Blob ACO. This does not bring to a conclusion that Blob tree coding always requires more time compared to Prüfer tree coding. In a recent study of the Blob code spanning tree representations, Paulden and Smith (2006) have described linear-time encoding and decoding algorithms for the Blob code, which supersede the usual quadratic-time algorithms. Problem SHRD20 SHRD40 SHRD60 SHRD80 Total Average:



Prüfer ACO avg. 1429.28 5573.04 12167.48 16683.12 35852.92



Prüfer ACO best 1304 4941 11003 14839 32087



Prüfer ACO Time (secs) 33 330 1345 3483 5191



Blob ACO avg. 1391.56 5034.32 11448.68 15013.24 32887.80



Blob ACO best 1286 4673 10625 13844 30428



Blob ACO Time (secs) 50 458 1715 4610 6833



Table 7.5 Average solution cost on SHRD problem instances with both lower and upper bound degree constraints. Label SHRD20 means SHRD graph 20-vertex and so on.
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7.8 Summary The design and implementation of Blob-coded ACO and Prüfer-coded ACO for d-MST and lu-dMST problems have been presented. This ACO approaches is different because it constructs the encoded of the solution and can speed up computation time. Performance studies have revealed that Blob-coded ACO is almost always better than Prüfer-coded ACO for both types of problems for the SHRD graphs. However for the dMST problem, Blob-coded ACO does not perform better than the enhanced kruskalACO approach in any single problem instance for SHRD graphs. Finally, the Blob code may be a useful coding of spanning trees for ants’ solution construction in ACO algorithms for d-MST and lu-dMST problem in terms of computation time. There may be other codings of spanning trees even more appropriate for ants’ solution construction such as Happy code or Dandellion code as mentioned by Picciotto (1999) in his PhD thesis.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS



This work has addressed two variants of the degree-constrained minimum spanning tree problem. The first variant is the degree-constrained minimum spanning tree problem where only an upper bound degree constraint on each vertex is given. Second is the lower and upper bound degree-constrained minimum spanning tree problem where the lower and upper bounds can vary from vertex to vertex. These are well-studied NP-hard problems arising from communication networks. The solutions to these problems are important especially to improve network performance and reliability. In view of this, ant colony optimization algorithms are proposed and implemented for these problems. Since ant colony optimizations are combinatorial optimization technique, they are capable of performing networks optimization problem.



8.1 Summary of Results Important and significant results of this work are summarised in the following: •



Two ACO approaches for solving d-MST problems have been designed and implemented, namely prim-ACO and kruskal-ACO. One uses graph vertices as solution component and another one uses graph edges as solution component. Experimental results have shown that kruskal-ACO performed better compared to prim-ACO on SHRD and M-graph data sets. This performance is measured in terms of solution cost.
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•



kruskal-ACO is enhanced. The enhanced kruskal-ACO has exhibited better performance compared to its original form and prim-ACO. The enhancement is achieved through the incorporation of enhancement strategies. They are tournament selection, candidate lists and global pheromone update strategy. The most significant improvement is observed when enhanced kruskal-ACO produced results very close to S-EA, and better than a number of other metaheuristic approaches for most of the problem instances under the SHRD class.



•



A new ACO approach using Prüfer and Blob codes tree coding has been designed and implemented to solve d-MST. The use of these tree codings has made it easier to solve another variant of the d-MST problem with both lower and upper bound constraints on each vertex (lu-dMST). Performance studies have revealed that Blobcoded ACO is almost always better than Prüfer-coded ACO for both types of the problems under the SHRD class.



•



The ACO solution construction is not necessarily limited to a construction graph. Other alternatives such as constructing the encoding of the solution can reduce computation cost. The ACO using tree coding such as Blob-coded ACO reduces the complexity of the number of pheromone update operations to O(|V|-2). This advantage directly derives from the length of the Blob code.



8.2 ACO for d-MST problem The chapter 3 of this thesis has reviewed several approaches for solving d-MST problem. Among the approaches, eight out of nine are the metaheuristic approaches such as F-EA, problem search space (PSS), SA, branch and bound (B&B), K-EA, W-EA, SEA, and ant-based algorithm (AB). ACO was formalised as a metaheuristic as stated in the chapter 4 of this thesis. In fact, ACO approaches are currently a top-performing approaches and a well-recognised member of the family of metaheuristic approaches for
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a wide range of communication networks problems. Since d-MST problem is one of the communications networks problems, then the ACO is indeed suitable to be applied to solve the problem. Usually the networks design phase is done before laying the networks infrastructures. Therefore, it is not appropriate to run ACO in real time to solve d-MST problem. Other communications networks problem may need to run ACO in real time such as routing because of its networks characteristics. The traffic load and network topology of a routing problem may vary stochastically and in a time-varying way.



8.3 Conclusions The proposed ACO approaches have been successful in solving the d-MST and the lu-dMST problems. To conclude this work, some strengths and weaknesses of the proposed ACO approach are considered. Experimental results have shown that kruskal-ACO performed better compared to prim-ACO. The different construction algorithms such as Prim and Kruskal that are used for each ant to build their solutions will produce different results since the solution components are different. Therefore, it is important that an ACO algorithm select suitable pheromone representation. Additional enhancement is needed for an ACO algorithm to perform better. It is found that the enhanced kruskal-ACO performed better compared to its original form. Enhancement strategies such as candidate lists are able to reduce the large search space during the solution construction. The tournament selection strategy allows the ants to select only the winner from the competing solution components. The global update strategy incorporates problem specific knowledge into the global pheromone trail.
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Alternative solution representation such as the Blob code tree coding can speed up computation time. However, there may be a trade-off between speed and solution quality. This is evident in the experimental result where the Blob-coded ACO always produces solutions which are more inferior to the enhanced kruskal-ACO.



8.3 Future directions This work has opened up various directions and possibilities in which this research can be expanded. These future research opportunities involve the application of the ACO algorithm to different NP-hard optimization problems rather than being in the communications networks category. It was mentioned earlier in this thesis that this work only concerns solving dMST and the lu-dMST problems. It would be worthwhile to consider taking the same approach to solve others constrained spanning tree problems. To solve others constrained spanning tree problems, the details of the ants’ solution construction must be taken into consideration. This includes the way of the heuristic information and the pheromone trails are computed or used. All the ACO works proposed so far are centered around the concept of simulating the foraging behaviour of ants for combinatorial optimization problems. This is, however, by no means the only metaphor that one could copy from the animal kingdom. Another possible future research direction is to attempt to apply other natural algorithms that are inspired by social insects as mentioned in (Bonabeau et al., 2000). Examples are such as division of labour for task allocation problems, brood sorting for clustering (including self-organisation) and nest building for self-assembling robots.
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APPENDIX A



A.1 Generate SHRD graph pseudocode The Listing A.1 below shows Generate SHRD graph pseudocode.



1 procedure generateSHRDgraph 2 Let total number of vertices as |V| 3 Let graph edges as edge[|V|][|V|] 4 for i = 0 to |V|-1 do 5 for j = 0 to i do 6 if i = j then 7 edge[i][j] = 1000000000.000000 8 else 9 edge[i][j] = 20*j + random[1, 18] 10 edge[j][i] = edge[i][j] 11 // Print lower left SHRD triangular graph matrix only 12 for i = 1 to |V|-1 do 13 for j = 0 to i-1 do 14 Print edge[i][j] and “ ”. 15 Print newline. 16 end procedure Listing A.1 Generate SHRD graph pseudocode.
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